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Editorial

Editorial
Welcome to our first copy of
the Galway Radio Club Journal. There
are wide variety of topics covered in
this issue and the success of this
venture will depend wholly on
material submitted by members. This
can be produced on a quarterly basis
if material is forthcoming or perhaps
once every six months or annually
would be more practical.
New technology is at the
forefront in Amateur radio and we
adapt, adopt, and improve simply
because that’s what Radio Amateurs
do. The Digital Voice modes are
slowly becoming popular and the
Galway area is probably the most
advanced with DMR, D-Star and
Fusion systems running trouble free.
The Galway Digital Network is
now complete and the facilities are
there to be used. The DMR network
covers the majority of the County and
does spill over into neighbouring
Counties. It should be possible to
drive from Galway to Waterford with
coverage on DMR for the entirety of
the route.
We concentrated on DMR as
there is a good variety of reasonably
priced DMR handhelds on the
market. Fusion and D-Star are also
exceptionally good modes but are
tied in with their respective
manufacturers and therefore, sadly,
more expensive.
Yeasu Fusion and Analog is
covered by an excellent Repeater
located in Loughrea. D-Star is
possible from the EI2GCD 2 metre
Gateway and shortly from the
EI7RHD Repeater running all three
Digital Modes. Plenty of room for
experimentation and we cater for all
needs.
Getting members on the air is
not an easy task and almost all have
VHF equipment and yet it never
experiences a power up. Perhaps it
may be possible to dedicate an hour
a week where one can join a net,
held on the Galway Repeater, on the
Monday evenings when there is not a
club meeting.
This would be an excellent
opportunity to organise a portable
activity, a trip to the pub for a pint
and a chat, or to meet up over a cup
of tea. It is important to monitor the
Repeaters and reply to the
occasional calls through
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News
Threat to 2metres - A Near Miss

Beginner’s License? A Solution?

France Submitted a paper to a
meeting of the CEPT WRC -19
Preparatory Group to take place last
June 2019.
"The list of bands that are
proposed for study of possible new
allocations to the aeronautical mobile
service on a primary basis is revised by
adding the band 144-146 MHz, the
bands 5000-5010 MHz and 15.4-15.7
GHz being maintained."
"The decisions of previous
conferences have introduced some
restrictions to the use and have
imposed constraints on the
development of aeronautical mobile
applications within some existing
mobile allocations traditionally used by
the aeronautical mobile applications.
At the same time, the number of
manned and unmanned aircraft
equipped with sensors has grown
significantly in the past 20 years
together with the need of bidirectional
low to high data rate communications.
Aeronautical applications like fire
surveillance, border surveillance, air
quality and environment monitoring,
traffic monitoring, disaster monitoring,
terrain modelling, imagery (visible,
infrared, radar, meteo), video
monitoring require non-safety
communications between various types
of aeronautical platforms.
Consequently the need of nonsafety data communications between
various types of aeronautical platforms
increases and so the need for new
frequency bands."
Following the Ankara CEPT
Meeting, France/Thales were asked to
rewrite their proposal with any mention
of 144-146MHz to be removed.
While we have won this fight we
should stay alert and we urge
every radio amateur to use the VHF/
U HF b an d s, s to p c o m pl a i n i n g
about other amateur’s activities,
remain civilised in our
conversations and to act as an Elmer
for newbies. On 144MHz we have EME
operators, CW, SSB & digital DX’ers,
amateur satellite users, FM & digital
voice simplex users and repeaters.
Each of these amateur
activities utilises the 144MHz band in a
different way, but we all use it. The “use
it or lose it” saying has never been so
true.

The number getting their UK
Foundation licence has slumped in
the past 13 years. In this YouTube
video RSGB VHF Manager, John
Regnault, G4SWX, discusses his
proposal for a Beginners Amateur
R a d i o
L i c e n c e
1892 newcomers gained
their Foundation licence in 2005 but
there were only 1366 in 2018 a
drop of 28%. At the same time the
RadCom Silent Keys column shows
the death-rate of amateurs has
increased. Take into account the
natural churn in the hobby as people
leave to pursue other interests and
it's clear the number of newcomers
is insufficient to cover those being
lost - the hobby is in decline.
It has been suggested we
need at least 2,000 newcomers
each year just to maintain current
activity levels and even now the
VHF/UHF bands can be very quiet
most of the time. To grow the hobby
and increase activity at VHF/UHF we
need many more than that.
Japan does have a Class 4
Radio license. The work required to
get a Class 4 licence is less than
that needed for UK Foundation. It
takes about 10 hours study and
unlike the UK Foundation there are
no Practical Assessments just a
short multiple choice test at the end
of the course. It seems pass rates of
97% or higher are commonplace.
A Class 4 licence permits the
following:
• 1 wa EIRP on 135 and 472 kHz
• 10 wa s output on 1.9, 3.5, 7, 21,
24, 28 MHz bands
• 20 wa s output on 50, 144 and 430
MHz Bands
• Varying power levels between 10
wa s and 0.1 wa s on ALL amateur
bands between 1240 MHz and 250
GHz.
C o m Re g h a v e r e f u se d
application, by the IRTS, for the
tiered license. Perhaps
consideration could be given to the
old style of Class B license for use
on VHF and UHF bands only. This
would see greater use of VHF and
the HF bands could be an incentive
to pass the other tiers instead of
operators stagnating at Foundation
level.

Inspiring Youth With Science In
Space
NASA highlight the role of
amateur radio in letting young people
speak directly with astronauts and
cosmonauts on the International
Space Station
An ARISS contact takes place
as a part of a comprehensive suite of
education activities. To prepare for an
exchange, students study the space
station and the research conducted
there. They also learn about wireless
technology, radio science, and
satellite communication used for
space exploration.
The downlink audio from ARISS
contacts can be heard by anyone in
range with basic receiving equipment.
Transmissions broadcast on 145.800
megahertz. In addition, many contacts
now stream live over the internet.
Many different pieces of
technology go into a ham radio
contact; however, one of the most
important is the collaboration
between the groups of people
involved. Just as the space station is a
multinational effort, each ham radio
contact requires groups from various
cultures, careers and countries to
work together.
The space station must pass
over these earthbound
communicators during amateur radio
transmissions in order to relay signals
between the space station’s ham
radio and ground receivers. Other
factors affect the timing of scheduled
contacts, including weather, crew
availability, and the schedules of
visiting vehicles.
These ham radio conversations
usually last about 10 minutes. Crew
members answer questions from
students as they and community
members look on. During a pass, the
crew can answer an average of 18
questions, depending on their
complexity.
Ham radio on the space station
connects and inspires students in four
ways: providing first-hand education
about life in space, directly connecting
students with space station crew,
sharing amateur radio technologies,
and building global partnerships.
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Galway Radio Club News
Galway Radio Club Christmas
Dinner

Digital Radio Lecture 26th Sept.
Steve EI5DD, presented a
lecture, on The Galway Digital Radio
Network, in the UCG Innovation
Centre, Galway on the 26th of
September.

At the October meeting of the
Galway Radio club, it was agreed to
hold the annual club dinner in the
Menlo Park Hotel on Friday the 17th of
January at 8pm A three course meal,
with a variety of choice, followed by
Tea/Coffee and mince pies will be
available for €36.00
The menu has been circulated
to the membership of the club via EMail. Please contact a member of the
committee if you wish to attend.

Galway Radio Club Nets
Local Net on the Galway Repeater to
be held on each Monday evening at
8:30pm except on the nigh of the Club
Meeting.
CW Net to be held on on Thursday
evening on 3545 KHz at 8:30pm.
Monitor your local Repeater for any
local call. EI2TBR runs both Analog
and C4FM.
Listen on TG2722 via any of the DMR
Repeaters. Make the occasional call to
ensure that your callsign is noticed. All
Repeaters are linked on TG2722 so
you will be heard on one of them.

Code Plug Clinic
We will hold a code plug Clinic, in the
UCG Innovation Centre, for those
interested in programming their DMR
Radios. It is hoped that we will get the
opportunity to hold this meeting at the
latter end of January 2020. Ensure
that you bring along your laptop with
current software for your radio.

Sale of Equipment
It was revealed that there was some
equipment held by the club that has
not seen use for a number of years. It
was proposeded that it would be
brought along to one of the meetings
for sale to club members before
putting it up for sale via the IRTS
Magazine. Any monies raised would
go into club funds

Wishing
Everyone
A

There were excellent facilities provided
for the lecture as can be seen. There
was a good turnout for the lecture and
there were plenty of questions at the
end of the presentation.

Merry
Christmas
And
Happy
New
Year

DMR, Yaesu Fusion, and D-Star
were discussed at length without going
too deeply technical. Hopefully this will
encourage more interest and activity
in the Digital modes. The slide
presentation and information leaflet is
available from the Digital Radio Group
Facebook Page found at: https://
w w w . f a c e b o o k . c o m /
groups/745516459124467/
Following on from this lecture,
Steve, EI5DD, would be willing to
assist anyone having difficulty
programming their DMR radio to
enable them to get he best possible
use from the Galway Digital Network.
Perhaps time could be set aside to run
a “Code Plug” Clinic at a regular
meeting of the Club or perhaps it
would be possible to set aside an
evening just for those requiring
assistance.
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Galway Radio Club AGM
Chairman’s Report for Year 2019
Greetings and salutations and welcome to our Annual
General Meeting for the year 2019.
Let us first of all call to mind club member the late
Bill EI5FY and Mike EI2EO who passed away during the
year, also club members who lost loved ones or those who
have loved ones who are ill at this time.
Thank you all for turning up. It’s great to see that
there is still a healthy interest in the hobby even though
we face many challenges for spare time activities.
Many thanks to the outgoing members, in particular
Damien EI2HG for his sterling work during the year.
Keeping up to speed on correspondence is no easy
matter. Our efficient bookkeeper Tom EI3ER overseeing
the finance did a wonderful job.
Welcome to the new members who have joined us
during the year. Your new ideas are most welcome.
Suffice to say that it was generally a busy year on
the club front, kicking off with our annual Christmas party
in January and ending up with the participation in the
Scouts on the Air event in Esker.
In between we managed the what has now become
the usual club events:
1) The Maam Turk Challenge, was first up and was well
represented by the club. Our participation is vital to the
safety and well being of the event which is run by the UCG
Mountaineering Club. Our thanks to all who assisted. In
particular those who chose to climb summits or go to
lower altitudes. This time thanks to Steve EI5DD we had
the back up of internet radio, which worked very well, and
proved to be a wonderful alternative when all else failed.
As this year was the 20th anniversary of the death of our
colleague, Mike EI2GP, we held a fitting tribute to his
memory at the end of the event.
2) The Joyce Country Challenge was next up with our
participation again this year. Again great credit is due to all
who gave of their time to assist in this event, whose main
benefactors are the Mayo Roscommon Hospice.
3) Boffin, which at this stage we seem to do in our sleep.
Suffice to say that despite extreme difficulty in relation
propagation many contacts were made. We tend to look at
the annual trip as nothing in particular, but it is the envy of
many a club throughout EI., who are amazed at how we
manage to run the event so professionally.
4) Somewhere in there I overlooked Friedrichshafen. But
what happens in Friedrichshafen stays in Friedrichshafen,
well almost. Suffice to say that we were well represented.
And a good time was had by all, at the rally of elsewhere.
The one off event this year was the Alcock and
Browne anniversary of the crossing of the Atlantic in 1909.
Many thanks to Enda EI2II for all his trojan work in
negotiating with the committee of the event. They made us
most welcome and bent over backwards to facilitate us.
Thanks also to the members of the Shannon Basin club
who activated the station with us. I feel that we can, for
the future, rely on the contacts we made in Clifden for
future events.
Steve EI5DD together with Aengus EI4ABB have put

in an amazing effort to get the West of Ireland on the
digital map. At this point in time Galway City, Inishbofin and
Abbeyknockmoy are up and running. This offers
tremendous coverage into parts of the west which one
could only dream of.
Steve has put together help sheets and given
lectures to all interested parties on the various digital
modes now in use. Great credit is due to both for
persevering with their vision. Future plans include locating
equipment in the Derrybrien area of easy Galway. This
should make us the envy of many clubs throughout EI.
The club is indebted to Aengus for his hosting of the
Galway repeater, since its removal from its original site.
Steve, ever the one to take up a challenge, has
undertaken the task of putting together a Newsletter. Have
had a sneak preview to some of it, its going to be a
wonderful production and something to be proud of.
Should any member wish to make a contribution to it,
Steve I know would be only too delighted to hear from you.
The DX Feile was attended again by the club. This
event draws amateurs from all around the world. This time
we had the pleasure Hal who has visited us on a number of
occasions.
The Scouts on the air event run from Esker in
Athenry proved to be a very successful event. Despite poor
propagation, contact with European stations were made by
the scouts under the tutelage of club members. Once again
Morse continued to be a big attraction to the Scouts.
Thanks again to all for giving up their time to assist with
the event.
Thanks to Joe EI3HM for his efforts in keeping a
watchful eye on all the bits and pieces that make up the
club gear.
Thanks to Larry EI9CN for his amazing fete in
securing insurance for radio clubs throughout EI. The
saving to clubs the length and breath of the country as well
as to GREC can not be underestimated. It was a mammoth
task to undertake in the first place and to bring it to fruition
is truly amazing.
I wish to thank most sincerely those of you who have
exhibited their generosity of time and effort in representing
the club at so many events during the year. My apologies if
I have overlooked your contribution.
For the future I hope that we can expand the
membership, perhaps by encouraging ex members to rejoin or even just come along to some of the meetings. We
all know of someone who would be welcomed back.
It is hoped that perhaps we might gain access to
some of the schools, where we could offer some tuition on
the hobby, especially to transition year classes. The Scouts
remain our most hopeful avenue of membership and it is
hoped to pursue that avenue. Construction projects are
also being looked into.
At this point it only remains to thank you all for
turning up, and putting up with my long winded appraisal.
Again my sincere apologies if I missed out on your
contribution, but my recollective memory is not what it
used to be.
Ciaran McCarthy (Chairman)
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Galway Radio Club AGM
Election of Officers 2020

Secretary’s Report for Year 2019
As the outgoing Secretary, I would like to thank the
Chairman, Ciaran for steering a steady ship throughout the
year, Tom for keeping a weather eye on the funds and
Aengus and John for helping sort out any obstacles along the
way.We have a club web page that is rarely used apart from
displaying a calendar of events. The new Secretary or some
appointed person might possibly take on this task. The
Facebook account may be used by any member and the
Secretary generally places notices of forthcoming meetings
here. Other areas that may be the archiving of club minutes,
photos, video files, It is important that the Secretary keeps in
contact with Scouts and other interested groups, contacting
interesting places that the club might visit. I stress that it is
important that all correspondence, to and from the club, be
passed through or copied to the Secretary. In recent times,
the Secretary’s role has changed somewhat, It is now
necessary to ensure that the club is compliant with GDPR.
This covers the retention of information about past members
and more importantly about personally identifiable
information. I would like to thank all club members for their
cooperation over the past three years
Damian Commins (Secretary)

`

Chairman

Ciaran McCarthy

Secretary

Paul O’Connor

Treasurer

Tom Frawley

Commi ee Members:
John Sullivan
Aengus Cullinan
IRTS Rep.

Larry McGriskin

Committee 2020 Secretary Paul O’Connor, Chairman Ciaran McCarthy, Treasurer Tom Frawley
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Snippets from the Meeting
Due to the excessive charges, it was suggested that an
alternative to the Wordpress webpage could be found.
Currently, two domains are paid for: one is for the Club
general E-mails sent out to all members and the other was
the Club Webpage. It was suggested that group emails
could be handled via “Groups.io” and a regularly updated
Blog could be used as an alternative to the WordPress
Webpage. At present this webpage was only being used as
a calendar for events. A well planned Blog Page could be
built very easily and would allow not just a calendar of
events but could have different pages dedicated to
writeups of events and activities.
The draft of the newsletter was almost complete with only
the AGM information to be added. This could become an
annual publication with activities and topical and technical
articles. If activities were documented soon after they
happened along with a supply of photos, it would make
compilation easier rather than leaving it all to one month
before publication. Technical articlles would also be
welcomed to make it more interesting. Provided this task
was not just left to the one author, it would contain varied
and interesting content.
A club net held on the Galway Repeater would serve three
purposes. 1) It would bring a little more activity to the
Repeater,, 2) it would get members talking on the air, 3)
proposed activities could be organised on the air.
It was agreed that this net could be held on the Galway
Repeater at 8:30 pm on Monday evenings when there was
no club meeting. Most of the membership does have 2
metre gear so this is not a big ask.
Currently, there is a CW net held on approx. 3454 KHz,
Thursday evenings at 8:30pm. Tome, EI3ER, Damian,
EI2HG, and Larry, EI9CN, are participating in this net and
all are welcomed to join in.
Club Construction Projects were discussed. It was not
possible to solder projects at club meetings in the Menlo
Park Hotel. Perhaps the best alternative would be to
construct them at home and bring them into a meeting
where the progress could be discussed and any problem
could be sorted out at the meeting. There were a wealth of
radio related projects ranging from relatively simple to
complex. With the more complex projects, which may
require alignment, it would be possible to bring them to a
meeting and alignment could be performed and any
problems encountered could be discussed. Perhaps this
could double as a fault diagnostic session for items of
equipment that need attention.
Other projects could include conversion of ex-commercial
gear to the amateur bands. There are a wealth of Motorola,
and Tait Radios to mention just a few. These can be simply
programmed to work on the 4, 2 and 70cm amateur bands.

antennas for this band would appear to be large, it would
be simple to construct a loaded vertical antenna that would
facilitate local working. Low power into a vertical antenna
can give surprising results and cover considerable
distances via ground wave provided one has a reasonable
earth. Two projects could be worked on here - A top Band
TX/RX could be built and then the loaded vertical antenna
would be another project. Ideas are always welcomed.
A trip to Bletchley Park was proposed by Larry. Bletchley
Park is situated close to Milton Keynes and easy enough to
reach by rail. Alongside the exhibition of Enigma machines
and other developments from World War II there are many
other exhibits depicting life during the war years.
The RSGB National Radio Centre is located in the same
location and this has a full HF, VHF, UHF, and Satellite
station. If you wish to operated the station there will be no
problem. There is a comprehensive display covering the
development of Radio.
Outside of Bletchley Park, Literally just around the corner, is
the National Computing Museum. The Americans believed
that they built the first computer. It was only in the 1970s,
when the cloth of secrecy was lifted that the existance of
this machine was revealed.
An early start would be recommended if one wants to see
all of the exhibits in this location. There is a well stocked
museum shop with a wide range of books covering the war
time years and the history and science of Codebreaking.
A trip to the Imperial War Museum in Dixford could be an
additional part of this trip. Imperial War Museum Duxford is
a branch of the Imperial War Museum near Duxford in
Cambridgeshire, England. Britain's largest aviation
museum, Duxford houses the museum's large exhibits,
including nearly 200 aircraft, military vehicles, artillery and
minor naval vessels in seven main exhibition buildings.
For those interested in DMR Radio, it was proposed that a
lecture on programming basics will be planned for January
2020. This could be held at the UCG Innovation Centre as
before. Whilst this is not a complex topic it becomes easier
if one sees it done live on a screen. Anyone wishing to
come along to this should bring along their laptop with the
CPS software ready to load and then it will be a simple task
of following the technique of the lecturer.

Club Christmas Dinner
The annual club dinner in the Menlo Park Hotel on Friday
the 17th of January at 8pm A three course meal, with a
variety of choice, followed by Tea/Coffee and mince pies
will be available for €36.00
The menu has been circulated to the membership of the
club via E-Mail. Please contact Damian, EI2HG, if you wish
to attend.

A low power net on Top band was suggested. Whilst
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Automated Stations
Co. Galway DMR Repeaters
Location

Callsign

Input Freq

Output Freq

Colour Code

Galway City

EI7RHD

430.450

439.450

CC 1

AbbeyKnockmoy

EI7AKD

438.425

430.825

CC 1

Loughrea

EI7LRD

430.500

439.500

CC 1

Inishbofin Island

EJ7IBD

430.475

439.475

CC 1

Co. Galway Fusion Repeater
Location

Callsign

Input Freq

Output Freq

Loughrea

EI2TBR

145.025

145.625

Analog CTCSS 77Hz
Wires-X Node 31540

Resident on CQ IRL

Galway City Wires-X Gateway
Location

Callsign

Frequency

Salthill

EI2SHD

144.8125

Nodes
31411 Room 41411

Normally Resident on CQ UK
Connected to D-Star via XRF925A & Peanut via XRF925A

Multi-Mode Digital Gateways
Location

Callsign

Frequency

Galway City

EI2GCD

144.850

Balla, Co. Mayo

EI2DOD

144.825

Roscommon

EI2BED

144.8625

Future Plans
A D-Star Repeater will come on line
shortly this will link into the D-Star
network.
A Mul -mode Repeater may replace
the exis ng Galway City Repeater
thus libera ng a DMR only Repeater
which may extend the DMR Network
further. This will occur in 2020. DMR,
D-Star and C4FM will operate from
this system.

Parameters
Slot 2 DMR YSF.IE D-Star DCS049i
Slot 2 DMR YSF.IE
Slot 2 DMR YSF.IE D-Star DCS049i

1) Use Time Slot 2 for Local and UK Talk
Groups
2) Use Time Slot 1 for Interna onal Talk
Groups
3) Use TG9 on Time Slot 1 or Time Slot
2 for Local working (will not route
via internet.
4) TG 19 has the same func on as TG9
5) Mind The GAP - leave at least 3 secs
between overs to allow components
of the network to reset.
6) If you place a call and get no reply,
monitor the channel for a while.

Commonly used Talk Groups used
on Slot 2
Irish Call
TG2722
Irish Chat
TG2723
YSF IRL DMR/Fusion Bridge TG2724
SIRN
TG27240
UK Call
TG27240
Bridge to D-Star REF 005B TG23402
Local TG9 may be used on Slot 1 or Slot 2
for local working. This will not route
through the internet.
8
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SSTV with the VC-H1
T
he concept of SSTV was
introduced by Copthorne
Macdonald in 1957-58. He
developed the ﬁrst SSTV system
using an electrosta c monitor
and a vidicon tube. In those
days it seemed suﬃcient to use
120 lines and about 120 pixels
per line to transmit a black-andwhite s ll picture within a 3 kHz
phone channel. First live tests
were performed on the 11
Meter ham band – which was
later given to the CB service in
the US.

The Kenwood VC-H1 first
appeared on the market in 1998. It
was grossly over-priced and a bit of a
gimmick. The unit was tempting for
radio amateurs that like gadgets and
boys toys as it was the first of its kind.
It was manufactured by AOR with the
Kenwood label on the front. AOR also
branded the model with its own label
but the two units seem to have
different standards of SSTV and are
not compatible.
The Kenwood VC-H1 Visual
Communicator combines an imagescan converter, CCD camera and LCD
monitor in a compact battery operated
unit. It can be interfaced to the
Kenwood, or most other handhelds
with compatible Mic Socket, to start
sending and receiving colour images
over the air. It is compact and
operates from four alkaline AA cells,
so it can be taken anywhere.
The unit doubles as a speaker
Microphone which saves trailing leads
getting in the way.
It is possible to download
images in approximately 17 seconds
and is ideal for camping trips, Field
Day, or Disaster Communication
teams. Imagine sending images
across town or across the world on
VHF/UHF or HF. The VC-H1 offers full
compatibility with many standard SSTV
formats although only when used with
specific Kenwood kit.
The two primary SSTV modes
are FAST FM and Robot (colour) 36. It
is also compatible with the Robot
(colour) 72, AVT 90, AVT 94, Scottie
S1, Scottie S2, Martin M1 and Martin

M2. The FAST FM mode is available
only to select mobile transceivers
that support 9600 bps such as the
TM-255, TM-455, TM-733, TM-V7A,
TM-G707 etc. It features a
detachable 0.25 inch CCD camera
and a 1.8-inch colour TFT display. Up
to ten pictures can be stored in
memory.
A transmission consists of
horizontal lines, scanned from left to
right. The colour components are
sent separately one line after
another. The colour encoding and
order of transmission can vary
between modes. Most modes use an
RGB colour model; some modes are
black-and-white, with only one
channel being sent; other modes use
a YC colour model, which consists of
luminance (Y) and chrominance (R–Y
and B–Y). The modulating frequency
changes between 1500 and
2300 Hz, corresponding to the
intensity (brightness) of the colour
component. Even though the
horizontal resolution is often defined
as 256 or 320 pixels, they can be
sampled using any rate. The image
aspect ratio is conventionally 4:3.
Lines usually end in a 1200 Hz
horizontal synchronization pulse of 5
milliseconds (after all colour
components of the line have been
sent); in some modes, the

synchronization pulse lies in the
middle of the line.
The full selection of SSTV
modes were possible by using a
Kenwood TM700 Base/Mobile Radio
or a Kenwwod TH-79 Handheld radio.
Robot (Colour) 36 and Fast FM modes
were the only two modes possible on
any other make or model of Handheld
Radio.
Arthur, EI7GMB, was the first to
purchase the VC-H1 from E-Bay. Steve
EI5DD made a follow up purchase.
Initial tests between the two units
gave excellent results. The initial
tests were made between two
Baofeng Handheld radios on both VHF
and UHF.
A subsequent demonstration of
the capabilities of this unit was given
at Joe’s QTH in Castlebar. Pictures
were sent to the unit from the Digital
Master Program on Joe’s desktop via
a Signalink USB Data unit and the
Yaesu FT-100D. The resolution of the
picture was perfect when received on
the VC-H1. The SSTV program , an
integral part of Ham Radio Deluxe will
produce excellent picture reception
from this unit
Steve Wright, EI5DD
wrights1@eircom.net
9
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Maamturks Challenge 2019
T
he
Galway
Radio
Experimenters
Club
provide radio stewarding for
the annual Maamturk mountain
walk, which is run by the NUIG
Mountaineering Club. The walk
itself covers the Maamturk
mountain range in Connemara.
It is approximately 16 miles
long and involves climbing
seven peaks along the route,
ﬁnishing in Leenane village. The
NUIG group is responsible for
check-ins on the mountain
peaks
and
the
Galway
Mountain Rescue Group is on
standby at all mes in case of
accidents.

You would know the serious
participants, not that all of them are
not serious to some extent or other,
but you know the real serious ones
decked out in all the branded gear,
River Deep, Great Out Doors Barbour
and so on. And then you have the
others decked out in the finest that
Aldi and Lidl have to offer. Flashing
armbands, flashing headlamps all the
colours of the rainbow jackets and
matching water bottles.
But one cannot escape the
enthusiasm of them all. Its the 6th of
April at 6 a.m. and it’s still dark in the
Maam valley as the participants for
the Maamturks Challenge gets
underway. The mixture of Aldi and Lidl
lights and armbands together with the
branded type snake up the mountain
to the first checkpoint atop of Corcog.
Two hundred and twenty nine
brave souls have departed into the
mists and mountains to challenge
themselves against the elements that
are thrown against them.

In the meantime, and in the
dark Radio Control is being
assembled in the cosy environs of
the Community Centre in Maam. This
year along with the conventional 2
metre and 70cm frequencies digital
communications and PMR are being
implemented.
Stations on the mountain sites
start to relay the progress of various
participants. By 8:20 am the
checkpoint on Corcog is busy with
walkers. Cloud cover is very low so
vigilance is required to make sure
that nobody passes with being
accounted for.
The busy control centre has
emptied out by 7:30 and all
checkpoint participants are on their
way to the various locations. I’m busy

at control, but not so busy to over look
the youthful enthusiasm of the
students from UCG and elsewhere as
they depart. The country is in good
hands. These young people are the
future and they are the best. Who else
would have given up a cosy bed and a
lie in on a Saturday morning to be up a
mountain in rain and wind.
Problem has arisen at Leenane
finish. We can’t hear each other
terribly well on two meters. We switch
to digital and the problem is solved.
They decide to move the antenna
about ten feet and there we are loud
and clear.
Communications are going well.
The odd walker is dropping out. It is
going too well. It’s not always like this.
Then a problem arises. A farmer is

10
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none too pleased that there walkers
on their farmland. Cometh the
problem, cometh the man to solve it.
Somebody had overlooked to notify
the farmer of the event as was the
usual every other year. But our man in
charge of the situation with his calm
demeanour and soft spoken words
and explanation brought a successful
conclusion to the situation. So much
so that they look forward to meeting
each other again next year when the
event is run.
Visibility is a problem. Some
walkers have missed a checkpoint
only to turn up at the next one. But
with the expert use of the various
radio systems all are accounted for
and problem is solved.

It is almost one pm and there
is something magical when someone
turns up and says that they will do
relief for a few hours. No argument
ensues and I head off to stretch the
legs and go as far al Leenane.
Our location in the car park
opposite the Leenane House hotel is
busy with walkers completing the
task and giving an account of the
difficulties encountered. Most of
those finishing are the River Deep etc
outfitted brigade. Only the odd Aldi
and Lidl attired participant has come
through, but they are still on their
way.
Cut off times are enforced at
various points and walkers informed.
Stations are closed and some offer to

sweep on to the next station so that
n o b o d y w i ll b e le f t b e hin d .
Communications on all outlets are
holding strong. PMR on the mountain
side is proving very reliable as is the
digital link between Maam and
Leenane.
By 7:15 all stations are free to
pack up and come down from their
respective locations as all participants
have been accounted for at the final
checkpoint in Leenane village. Control
is dismantled packed away neatly in
boxes and containers. Satisfied that a
job has been well done we all head to
Leenane. In the growing dusk of April

the 6th 2019 we assembled at the
plaque erected to our friend and
colleague Mike EI3GP, who twenty
years earlier lost his life on Leenane
Hill whilst assisting in the Maamturks
Challenge. Tributes were paid to a fine
gentleman and friend. Recollections of
wit and humour are recanted and his
memory honoured.

Ciaran McCarthy , EI8IH
ei8ih@hotmail.com
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The Journey Into Digital Radio
F
ollowing experimenta on
with communica on using
AOR 9000 Digital Voice Modems
across town between EI5DD and
EI7GMB on a noisy 10 metre
band,
who
would
have
perceived the direc on this
would take us ……

The Galway interest in Digital
Radio Communication resulted from
experimentation with communication
across town on 10 metres using an
ARD 9000 modem at the stations of
Arthur, EI7GMB, and Steve EI5DD in
2016.

The results were impressive as
10 metres was an extremely noisy
band at the time. The SSB signal was
about S 5 but drowned out by a lot of
electrical noise. After a few attempts
the Digital signal was lifted out of the
noise and perfect noise free reception
was received.
The Experiments continued
using VHF and UHF and different
transceivers. This was the beginning of
a new and exciting series of
experiments. Around this time, we
contacted with John Anderson,
MI0AAZ, who assisted and gave good
wholesome advice on setting up
Digital Radio Equipment.
As a result of Limerick owning a
Yaesu fusion repeater, copied at good
signal strengths around Galway, many
Galway operators veered towards and
purchased Fusion Radio equipment.
Between Galway operators, Fusion
equipment was widely used point to
point and via the Limerick Repeater.
Joe EI3IX was normally received as a
noisy S 2 FM signal at the EI5DD QTH,
employing the C4FM digital mode, the
reception was perfect and noise free.
Chinese DMR Handhelds were
selling at attractive prices and a few
Galway operators purchased them.
Some interesting experiments were
performed with DMR and one point to

point QSO resulted in perfect clear
reception using 0.5 Watts over a
path of 60 km. Naturally to be of any
real benefit, the purchase of a
Hotspot was necessary to realise the
full potential of DMR radio.
Parts were obtained over time
for a Simplex Multi Mode Digital
Gateway. This consisted of a VHF
Motorola GM350, which required
some minor surgery to achieve clean
flat audio and a Raspberry Pi with
Digital Gateway Software. The
Gateway was built in a very short
time frame and, with a little
assistance from John MCarthy, EI8JA,
the DMR side was checked on a
Spectrum Analyser to ensure correct
adjustment of transmitted signal. If
there was any distortion the
reception of the signal would have
been garbled. The Gateway was put
on Bench test for a few months
before we eventually found a high
site to locate it.

The Galway VHF Group and
the Galway Radio Club made a joint
purchase of a 2 metre Yaesu Fusion
Repeater to replace the existing
Analog repeater. This system had the
Wires-X built in and enabled
connection with locations worldwide.
Aengus, EI4ABB, looked after this
system.

Following the 2017 IRTS AGM,
in Galway , the viability of starting a
Digital network was investigated. It
was easy enough to start with a
Multimode Gateway and then go
down the route of purchasing a
Repeater.
Joe EI3IX, had built up a
Multimode Gateway for the Mayo

area, EI2DOD, which was programmed
to run DMR and Fusion. After
completion the Mayo Multimode
Digital Gateway went on air on the
12th of November 2017. The Gateway
was operational on DMR and Fusion
with D-Star disabled. On the 13th of
November
2017,
the
Galway
Multimode Gateway went on air using
the Callsign EI2GCD. This was
operational from the EI5DD QTH in
Salthill, Galway running DMR and
Fusion.
On the 13th of May 2018, we
purchased our first Hytera RD985
Repeater from MI0AAZ, whilst at the
Enniskillen Rally.

This was the turning point
where commitment to setting up a
DMR Network was forged. Work
commenced a month later. The
Firmware was updated, and the
Repeater’s
Code
Plug
was
programmed for the Galway operation.
At the end of Summer, the Repeater
was placed on the bench and put
through its paces for several weeks in
preparation for re-location to a high
site.
On the 4th of November 2018,
the Galway DMR Repeater, EI7RHD
and the Multimode Gateway, EI2GCD,
went on air from the permanent site
located at the West side of the City on
high ground. Initial tests revealed that
it was possible to work the Repeater
and Gateway from all areas shown on
the theoretical coverage maps and
more.

Handheld
operation
was
possible around Galway City and
surprising results further afield.
Mobile operation resulted in good
12
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signal
reception
from
mobile
operation on DMR. Fusion and D-Star
was possible via the 2 metre
Gateway.
With antennas freed up at the
EI5DD QTH, it was now possible to
place the Wires-X Gateway, EI2GCD,
on air full time.

The Wires-X Gateway runs 25
watts and it is possible to select, via
the Gateway, an area in which you
wish to direct your transmissions. It
has given trouble free service to date.
Now and again it is taken off air to
facilitate tests on repeaters ready to
go to their new locations.
A further three Hytera DMR
Repeaters were offered by John
MI0AAZ. One was no problem but to
get another three as well was not a
good financial prospect. To cut a long
story short, where there is a will there
is a way and we did purchase all three
Hytera Repeaters. One was to replace
the Analog Repeater located on
Abbeyknockmoy and the other two
were seeking homes in useful areas.
Strangely, we did offer a
Repeater to two nearby Radio clubs, if
they could house it and look after its
running on site, but the offers were
declined after discussion. One wanted
an Analog Repeater which would have
been a waste of the capabilities of our
DMR Repeater. Another approach
was made to an operator in the Cork
direction, but we never heard back
from him. It would have been nice to
have a DMR Repeater in the Cork
area as there are a fair number of
registered DMR operators in that
location.
Just out of the blue, a “Eureka”
moment occurred where we were
offered two high sites by internet
providers in Galway. Des, EI2GT, and

Enda, EI2II, were
owners
of
this
company. They had
two sites, one on
Inishbofin
Island
and the other at
Knockroe
in
Loughrea
Co.
Galway. Progress at
last!
I t
w a s
necessary to get all
the
Repeaters
programmed up and
ready for re-location
with more urgency.
A few problems
arose where one of
the repeaters was not licensed for IP
Multisite Connect the same as the
others. Many phone calls were made
before tracking down a Hytera agent/
distributer for Ireland. Eventually the
software was loaded complete with
licence to use the additional
networking features. The Inishbofin
Repeater was placed on the bench
and allowed to run for several weeks
before relocating it.
Inishbofin was of interest, as a
well-placed Repeater could beam a
signal to the mainland and cover the
West coast and the western side of
the Connemara Mountains. A 4-stack
directional array was installed on the
mast.

This array has a cardioid
radiation pattern beaming towards
the mainland. Following antenna
installation work carried out By Des,
EI5GT, and Ronan, EI8HJ, the

Repeater was installed on site the
following day, the 21st of July
This coincided with the Galway
Radio club annual trip to the Island.
The Repeater was installed with no
problems with the assistance of
Aengus, EI4ABB, who tuned up the
cavity filters on site. The installation of
equipment took half an hour not
counting the tidying up of the leads.
The results were impressive. This
became the first Repeater to be
installed on an offshore Island - the
call sign for this Repeater is EJ7IBD.
F o l lo w in g th e I n i shb o fin
installation, the Loughrea Repeater
was programmed up and bench
tested. All was going well but time ran
out. Sadly, work ground to a halt as
Steve EI5DD, took a month holidays to
the UK.
On arrival back to Ireland the
process of coordinating with site
owners had to be enacted once again.
One was on his annual holidays and
the other was carrying out work on the
equipment hut prior to our installation.
At this point in time there were two out
of the four DMR Repeaters operating.
One of the local Galway
operators was interested in D-Star
facilities and this was initiated on the
multi-mode Gateway. During the
holiday to the UK, Steve EI5DD, had
purchased a D-Star handheld radio. It
was now possible try out the mode on
the Gateway. All functioned well on the
first test and D-Star was now officially
set up in Galway.
On hearing this, John MI0AAZ
offered us a Tait Repeater modified for
multimode operation. After much
contemplation this was deemed a
13
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viable prospect and the Repeater was
collected at the Omagh Rally.

The idea behind this was to
substitute the existing DMR repeater
located, on the West side of Galway
City, allowing experimentation to occur
with three modes in an area with a
larger population of Radio Amateurs.
This would free up one DMR system to
be relocated to a possible 5th site or
allow a spare Repeater for substitution
in the event of equipment failure
elsewhere.
The 70 cm Analog Repeater
had been removed from the
Abbeyknockmoy site during the
summer and to all intents and
purposes, redundant.

Aengus, EI4ABB, suggested that
it may be possible to convert this
Repeater to a D-Star Repeater using
the raw Audio input from the
accessory plug on the rear of the
Repeater. This was good news as we
now had the possibility of a dedicated
Repeater for D-Star rather than either
selling on the analog 70cms Repeater.
There would be very little cost in this
conversion as Aengus had some DStar circuitry purchased some time
ago.
The momentum slowed at this
point. There were two Repeaters still
to go on site one in Loughrea and the
other for the Abbeyknockmoy location.

www.galwayradio.com

The equipment for the last two sites
was tested and packed away ready
for deployment at short notice.
Enda, EI2II, made contact to
inform us that he was carrying out
work on the site and hut in
preparation for the installation of the
2m Fusion Repeater and the 70cm
DMR Repeater but weather would be
the deciding factor for mounting the
antennas and the possibility of being
able to drive up to the site.
A mail was received from
Martin, List Petersen, to inform us
that he would be available on the
2nd weekend of October. All the
equipment came out of its cases and
a quick run up on the bench to
double check that all was ready to go
on air as it had been some time
since it was switched on.
The Hytera Repeater was
switched on and a quick check
through the operating system
revealed that all was functioning
perfectly. The Repeater was left
running on the bench for the next
week to ensure that there were no
bugs in the software.
One evening, during the tests,
Aengus called in on DMR TG2722
and said he had the former Analog
Repeater on the bench and it was
now running as a D-Star Repeater.
This was quite amazing as he
had only had the Repeater in his
possession for a couple of days and
the work was already completed.
Work stopped immediately so that
we could try out Aengus’s project.
Initial tests proved that the Repeater
was working well on D-Star and the
audio was of good quality as
expected of D-Star nowadays
The QSO lasted for about
fifteen minutes whilst Aengus
described the modifications. The
additional D-Star circuitry is located
in the die-Cast box to the foreground
pictured below.

The work was completed and
the covers were placed on the
Repeater and additional circuitry and
the final project is shown connected to
an antenna system via the cavities
destined for the Abbeyknockmoy DMR
Repeater.
It is possible that Aengus will
run the D-Star Repeater from his
home QTH until we can find a
permanent location for it on high
ground.

This Repeater had provided an
excellent service from the site in
Abbeyknockmoy on 70cms but only
seemed to be a “one week wonder”.
Nobody made any effort or bothered
to use it and yet it’s coverage was far
superior to any 2 metre repeater at
the time. It was comforting to see that
this Repeater would not go to waste or
end up being sold off for less than it
was worth.
Aengus checked over the cavity
filters to ensure that they were closely
tuned on frequency. Once taken on
site they would need a slight re-tune
into the antenna system as the
impedance would have differed with
the reference load at ground level.
On Saturday the 12th of
October, the car was loaded with the
equipment destined for
Abbeyknockmoy. Apart from the DMR
Repeater plus cavity filters, there was
an APRS unit to install. The APRS unit
had a replacement transceiver and
bandpass filtering to overcome
desense from a broadcast transmitter
on site. This would considerably
increase the range of the existing
APRS system located in Galway City.
With all good intention the work
was carried out on site but as we
looked up to the antenna system it
was noted that the 4 vertical dipole
elements had sheared off their
mountings. The elements should have
all been mounted vertical on the pole.
14
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At this point it was best to
disconnect everything and go home!
An Email was sent to the
manufacturer who responded very
quickly with an offer to replace the
antenna
the
following Monday,
we had to send
back the defective
parts. This was
excellent news as
we would be able to
complete the work
before the end of
October. At least the
installation work was complete plus
the networking so only antenna work
to perform on the next visit,

The complete DMR Network including the 2metre Multi-mode Gateways

The antenna arrived on Friday
the 18th of October and a quick
inspection revealed that it had not
been damaged in transit.
A quick call to Martin confirmed
that we had a team to go on the hill on
Saturday the 26th of October meeting
in Abbeyknockmoy at 1pm.
Joe, EI3IX, Steve, EI5DD, Tom,
EI3ER, Enda, EI3IS, and Aengus
EI4ABB, all volunteered for the
occasion. The group arrived on site at
2pm and immediately set about taking
down the Repeater’s antenna. This
was a delicate operation as there was
only a short length of feeder to play
out to allow the mast to be dropped.
The new antenna was fixed to
the mast and went up surprisingly
fast. The stays were attached and
tensioned. The feeder was connected

and covered with water proof tape.
The next task was to check the
tuning of the antenna and cavities.
As work had been done on a previous
occasion, this only took a few
minutes. Aengus connected a high
power radio to transmit whilst
receiving a weak signal from a Signal
Generator which was barely audible.
Adjustments were then made to the
cavity filters to ensure that the
transmitted signal did not obliterate
the weak signal being received on he
input. All was well so time to connect
up the Repeater.
Last minute adjustments were
made to the Repeater Operating
System and the data was saved.
The Repeater became active
immediately with TG 91 Worldwide
triggered by Aengus. The receive side

was working perfectly and there was
no desense noted. With work
completed the crew tidied up and
headed for Galway. Aengus worked
through the repeater on handheld
inside the car all the way home.
T h e n e tw o r k i s a lm o s t
complete with only Loughrea to come
on line. Something to look forward to!
Work will neve be finished as
we have a D-Star Repeater to go on
air and a Multi-mode Digital Repeater
to place on a high site.
We have come a long way since
October 2016 and a high quality
Digital Radio Service has been
established in Galway as a result hard
work and dedication.
Steve Wright, EI5DD
wrights1@eircom.net
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An Overview of the 5MHz Band

I

rish Radio amateurs ﬁrst
received
permission
to
operate, experimentally, on
speciﬁc spot frequencies located
within the 5MHz band in
October 2008 on a secondary
user basis. The alloca ons were
3KHz wide Channels centred on
5280, 5340, 5405, and 5290KHz;
the la er being restricted to
beacon use, in the UK, and
therefore on a listen only basis.
In January 2014, ComReg
announced that those who had already
taken out special 5MHz permissions,
and new applicants, could apply of an
additional three 3KHz wide spot
frequencies centred on 5300, 5348,
and 5400 KHz. The modes of
operation allowed on this band are
A1A (CW), J3E (SSB), and G1B (Phased
modulation) – PSK)., with a maximum
power of 200 watts (23dBW). These
spots were issued on a Secondary, non
-interference basis to the Primary
users of the band which are Military
and Aviation. Whilst the UK operators
are permitted to communicate with
Military Cadet stations, Irish Stations
may only communicate with licensed
Radio Amateurs.
The 5MHz allocation is issued
on an annual basis by application to
ComReg at a charge of €30.00. per
annum. It should be noted that a fresh
application must be sent in each year
with the fee of €30.00.
Following the Worldwide ITU
world Radio conference, 2015, an
international agreement was signed
approving a small band of 15KHz,
5351.5 – 5366.5 on a secondary
basis with a power limit of 15 Watts
EIRP. This came into effect in 2017.
There is no formal band plan for the
use of the spot frequencies as each
country appears to have its own
specific allocation of channels. Strong
debate has been noted in the UK
5MHz Social Media Groups as well as
being overheard on the airwaves;
although very much confined to UK
operators.
UK operators have been issued
with 1 “bandlets” which encompass
some of the Irish allocations. There

were no additional allocations added
since apart from the worldwide
15KHz area.
Operating on 5
Many transceivers are able to
transmit on the 5MHz band whist
others may need modification by
opening or closing a link or “cutting
the red wire”. These transceivers do
have the appropriate filtering in the
P.A stages.
As the spot frequencies
allocated to Irish operators are only
3KHz wide, as shown in Fig.1, it is
essential that the transceiver is set
up correctly to ensure that
transmissions only occupy the 3KHz
bandwidth of the spot frequency.

If Setting up for PSK
transmission, the VFO should be set
up for exactly the same as for the USB
channel and the PSK audio centre
frequency should also be 1500Hz
exactly. See Fig.3, Operators should
monitor USB voice to avoid
interference.

Fig.3 Set-up for typical PSK opera on
CW should be transmitted at
the centre of the channel only See
Fig.4. CW operators should also
monitor USB voice to avoid
interference to other users.

Fig.1 Set-up for SSB opera on
Only Upper Sideband is
utilized on the %MHz allocation, so it
is essential that he SSB filter is no
wider than 2.5KHz. The transmission
should be set 1.5KHz below the
centre of the channel frequency and
with a typical voice band-pass of 300
– 2800Hz. The resultant signal will
just fit the channel allocation as
shown in Fig .1.
The Table in Fig.2 illustrates
the centre frequency of the channel
an the appropriate carrier and dial
frequency (VFO) required.
Centre Freq.

Carrier Freq. TX/RX Dial

5280

5278.5

5278.5

5300

5298.5

5298.5

5332

5330.5

5330.5

5348

5346.5

5346.5

5400

5396.5

5398.5

5405

5403.5

5403.5

Fig.2 Centre Freq vs Dial Freq

Fig.4 Set-up for CW opera on
It should be remembered, that
Amateurs are Secondary Users of the
5MHz allocation and must QSY if a
primary user station (Military or
Government Agency) appears on the
channel. One should avoid longwinded rag-chews during peak
evening hours when activity is high
and propagation is open for wider
regional communication on 5MHz.

Fig.5 A 5Mhz Dipole
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The Dipole shown in Fig.5 is
probably the easiest option for 5MHz
and by stringing it at a lower height
one can make use of Near Vertical
Incidence Skywave (NVIS) techniques
during daylight hours. Placing it at a
greater height >0.5 wavelength will
enable DX operation at night. A Full
wave loop antenna of approximately
188ft circumference around 20 – 25ft
above ground will make an impressive
antenna for 5MHz. An inverted Vee
antenna may also be tried.
During daylight hours, the DLayer rapidly forms and will absorb
lower frequency signals. Using QRSS
and WSPR beacon modes it can be
demonstrated that an 80metre signal
will disappear almost immediately
after sunrise. As the day progresses
towards mid-day, the effect becomes
stronger. The it becomes more an
more difficult to communicate over
distances beyond ground wave due to
the level of absorption of the D-Layer.
In the meantime, the level of
ionisation of the E and F-Layer
increases to a maximum towards
saloar noon. As the desired frequency
is increased to5MHz it is possible for
the signal to pass through the D-layer
and become refracted back down to
earth by the F-Layers.
The 7 MHz band may be
yielding further distances with
openings from Ireland into the UK and
beyond. As the intensity of ionisation
of the F-Layers increases towards midday 7 MHz will be a good choice for
NVIS communications. This will be
short lived once solar noon has
passed and, as the level of ionisation
of the F-Layer slowly decreases the
7Mhz band will open further into
Europe.. Progressing towards evening,
a more favourable propagation for DX
occurs as evening transist towards
night time.
As the ionisation of the D-layer
decreases towards sunset, the
80metre band will become suitable
for NVIS and the 5MHz band will tend
to open over longer distances in
similar fashion to 7MHz.
The ionogram shows the state
of the Ionosphere at midnight and the
map below it shows the stations
received around 3am. Using WSPR
Mode it was possible locate the
stations received on the WSPR maps
site. Unexpected results!

Checking the RAF Volmet on
5450KHz and the Shannon Volmet on
5505KHz will give a good indication of
the state of the 5MHz band at any
hour of the day. A more detailed
indication may be gleaned from the
Chilton Ionogram which is updated
every 5 minutes.
Useful operating techniques for 5Mhz
1)

The 5Mhz band has very
predictable propagation
characteristics that combine the best
aspects of both 80 and 40 metres. In
areas above 35 degrees latitude,
5MHz is the best or only NVIS band
during daylight hours. In the more
equatorial latitudes, 5MHz provides
constant NVIS communications
during twilight hours and darkness.
In short, 5MHz will always be
open to somewhere, even in poor
solar conditions. In many cases it is
unnecessary to run high power levels
to achieve communications over a
given path.

Before transmitting check the
transceiver frequency
calibration.
2)
2) Lock the VFO dial and lock
the microphone up down keys.
Use the RIT control to tune in received
stations as they may be off frequency.
3)
Listen on channel for at least
three minutes. If vacant just
say CQ and give your call sing
once and listen for a response.
If nothing, give a few CQ calls.
4)
5Mhz is channelized and
shared by many amateurs. Try
to co-exist peacefully especially
if band police annoy you.
5)
Ensure your full call sign is
given at regular intervals.
6)
Be receptive of other stations
calling each other between
gaps in your QSO.
Steve Wright, EI5DD
wrights1@eircom.net
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Considering Portable Operation?
P
ortable
opera on
is
probably the best op on
when one has a postage stamp
back garden and located only
7m A.S.L. There is nothing to
beat the great outdoors on a
mild sunny day. Unfortunately,
Co. Galway is paucity of trees or
sky hooks to hang antenna
systems from so here are a few
prac cal solu ons for the lone
operator.

From a VHF point of view, the
obvious choice is a high location with
the use of a 20ft telescopic "light
weight" mast secured with a drive on
mast support. This is not the ideal
height for 2 or 4 metre operation but
will suffice for most operations. On
70cms and frequencies above and is
quite manageable.
H.F. operation requires careful
consideration of antenna types for use
in the field especially if the activity is
going to be a solo operation. Vertical
antennas would be the first option,
and these may come in several forms.
If there are trees around it is possible
to support a variety of antennas.
Unfortunately, the west of Ireland does
not have an abundance of trees in
useful portable locations so other
options are considered.

The Kite Antenna
The Kite antenna is an excellent
and reliable choice, as it is possible to
hoist up a quarter wave antenna for
top-band using a Sled 24 Kite. A set of
1/4 wave elements for 160, 80 and
40 metres would not take up an
excessive amount of room. Even a
random length of wire with an ATU
gives reasonable results. A kite is
quite manageable by one person
alone but the obvious precautions of
ensuring that there is a bleed system
to remove static from the antenna. A
bleed resistor of at least 1 M-Ohm

would be required.
Naturally one should ensure
that the kite is flown well away from
power lines ,obstacles or windmills.
There are a couple of choices
of kite but the Power Sled 24
available from Premier Kites is
lightweight and very portable with no
breakable parts. The Sled Kite is very
stable in flight and doesn't dart
around the sky if there is a sudden
gust. The Sled 36 is much bigger and
capable of lifting heavier wire
antennas but can be difficult to reel
in if there is any appreciable wind
speed. The Cody Kite or the box kite
are also very good alternatives and
are generally quite stable.

A 10 or 12 metre Fibreglass
telescopic pole is a good basis for a
portable antenna system. It is
possible to wind a 1/4 wave length of
wire in the form of a wide spaced coil
around the pole to form a vertical
which is fed at the bottom. This will
work well on 80 and 40 metres.

Provided a tuner is used, this
antenna will good results under most
portable conditions.
The fibreglass pole can be used
to support a variety of antennas from
Inverted-Vee Dipoles, Sloping dipoles,
Half-Wave End Fed wires and many
other wire antennas. SOTA Beams
produce a three band dipole that may
be used as a slope or an Inverted-Vee
and the different bands can be
selected by adding links to adding
links to each leg.
It is much easier to homebrew
this type of antenna rather than waste
money purchasing from a retail outlet.
All that is required is a centrepiece, A
few insulators and some crocodile
clips to link across the insulators to
select each band.
18
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The Windcamp Antenna
Trawling the internet, revealed
a cheap but practical antenna pictured
above - the Windacamp antenna. It
has a 1:1 balun at the centre and the
selection of bands is achieved by
unwinding the antenna from each reel
to a specific coloured marker.
As can be seen from the table
above, by unwinding to the Red
Marker it will operate on 10 metres
and there are markers for the 21, 14,
and 7MHz bands.
The average mobile radio will
never put out more than 100 Watts so
this antenna is more than adequate
for a portable operation.

The Buddipole
The Buddipole is a versatile system
allowing anything from a 40 metre to
10 metre dipole to be manufacture in
the field. It has two loading coils to
facilitate tuning and the dipole arms
allow fine tuning once the coils are
tuned approximately to the required
frequency.
Additional coils and
components facilitate the 80 and 60
metre bands. This system will can be
used to make a loaded vertical

antenna. Counterpoises can be
added to make the antenna more
efficient. One does have to add guys
to support the antenna and tripod as
it will get damaged if it topples over
in any kind of windy conditions. All of
these systems have been tried and
tested in the field and yielded
excellent results.

For a solo operation, all of these
antennas were easy to manage and
packed well into a small portable kit
bag. for the back of the car.
Steve Wright, EI5DD
wrights1@eircom.net
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The Finney Walk 2019
E
ach year, in July, the Lake
District Hillwalking Club
hosts a 30km hillwalk in the
Maumtrasna Lough Nafooey
area. GREC assists by providing
radio contact along the route to
the base control located in
Finny. This is a full day event
commencing at 7a.m. and
ﬁnishing at 6p.m. Although not
as demanding as the Maamturk
walk, it s ll a racts quite a
number of walkers from around
Ireland.

So, what’s the Finny Walk?
It’s actually called the Joyce
Country Challenge and is organised by
the Lake District Hillwalking Club,
based in the Clonbur/Leenane area,
on the Galway/Mayo border.
Patsy Cahalan is our contact man.
The Challenge is a 30km
hillwalk starting at Finny village, taking
in the Maumtrasna hills, Devil’s
Mother, circles Lough Nafooey,
Bunacunneen and finally back to Finny
Community Hall. It’s a combined
ascent of about 2000m.
The walk attracts 50 to 60
people each year and is a charity
event supporting the Galway and
Mayo Hospice. GREC provides safety
radio communication and the Galway
Mountain Rescue Team provides
safety backup. Mountain rescue
maintain a watch on our frequencies,
ensuring a rapid safety response if
needed.
The event itself consists of a
number of walks, distance 10km to
30km, varying in difficulty from easy to
difficult. The easy walk is a ramble
around the Lake and the difficult is
the Challenge itself.
It’s an early start for GREC, up
at 5 a.m. and drive out to Finny Hall
for the 6 o’clock start and the early
climb for the radio operators. After
setting up the aerials and station in
the hall it’s time for the welcome cup
of tea and sandwiches from the good
ladies of Finny.
The first caller from
Maumtrasna calls in about 7.30 as it
takes that long for the walkers to

reach that point.
By the time they
reach Ail Dubh,
half way rest
point,
the
airwaves
are
quite busy from
all check points,
numbers being
checked
and
double checked.
The radio
checkpoints
provided
are
three on the hills
and two in the
valley below.
Hill points
are Maumtrasna,
Knocklaur
and
Bencorragh.
Valley points are
Ail Dubh and the
Finny Community
Hall.
T
h
e
Control Radio is
based at the
local Community
Hall situated in
Finny
village.
Frequencies
used 2m and
70cm, plus PMR,
all
handhelds,
and the base rig
is the FT8800 with collinear Watson
aerial located at the Community Hall.

A second control area is at Ail
Dubh, also using a base rig with
collinear antenna, this is a rest area
20
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for the walkers and tea and sandwiches are provided. No
wonder Joe EI4HM takes this point each year This year
2019 the weather started with cloud and mist, but soon
cleared and brightened up to a fine day with good
visibility. The walkers commenced at 6 a.m. finishing
times vary from 10.30 a.m. for the fell runners, but can
be as late as 7 p.m. for the more tired and wayward.
The organisers in Finny provide a marvelous food
reception for the returning walkers in the hall, plenty
homemade soup, sandwiches, cakes and biscuits, all

home made by the lovely ladies in charge. They certainly
also look after the Radio Operators; they do not go hungry
after their long day.
Operators on this event were Ciaran EI8IH, Gerry EI8EXB,
Damian EI2HG, Tom EI3ER, Joe EI3HM plus his son
Caomhan, Larry EI9CN, Ken EI4FOB
Tom Frawley, EI3ER
tomski1@eircom.net
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Friedrichshaven Radio Rally
T
he largest ham radio
exhibi on in Europe is held
in Friedrichshaven, Germany
every year in June. A large
number of GREC members travel
out and spend the weekend at
the show. The exhibi on area is
housed in a complex called the
Messe Friedrichshaven, and
consists of four large halls each
as big as an aircra hanger, thus
allowing an enormous square
footage for exhibi on and
demonstra on.

For a number of years,
members of GREC have taken the trip
to the German radio rally in the
southern Bavarian town of
Friedrichshafen, by far the largest in
Europe. It takes place in June,
normally on the last weekend but
dates can vary. It is a fantastic
location, on the shores of Lake
Constance or as the Germans call it,
the ‘Bodensee’.
Most GREC members stay in
Lindau, which is an old iconic
medieval town about a half hour by
train from the show in
Friedrichschafen. This is a beautiful
town with plenty hotels and
guesthouses, all budgets catered for.
There are other towns and villages in
the vicinity with good hotels, but
remember to stay near a railway
station, that’s the key issue.
The show itself is located at the
Friedrichschafen Messe, Exhibition
Centre, with its large number of
conference halls, a short distance
outside the town and beside the
airport. Inside the Messe, three halls
are reserved for the show, two are flea
halls and one other for display of new
and latest items of radio on the
market. Radio club societies
worldwide are also catered for, each
having their own stand.
So, how to get there? What’s it all
about?
The best way is either via
Memmingen in Germany or Zurich in
Switzerland. Ryanair fly to
Memmingen and AerLingus/Swissair

fly to Zurich, from Dublin.
Unfortunately, Friedrichschafen
airport itself does not have any
flights to Ireland. Ryanair used to,
but they changed to Memmingen.
From the airports, a train journey
takes you to your chosen destination
for your accommodation. Driving is
always an option, and probably best
if you are planning on large
purchases! But a long drive from
Ireland with ferry trips.
If you choose Zurich airport,
on arrival follow the signs for the
train station, which is a few levels
down from arrivals. It is a large
airport but there are plenty of signs
to guide you. You can choose to
travel direct by train to Lindau or
train/boat trip across the Lake via

Romanshorn.
The trains at Zurich airport
depart one level below the ticket
office, down an escalator, its easy find
the correct platform. You may have to
change a few times en route, so be
aware of the platform numbers in
advance as sometimes you literally
have one minute to spare, as some
members have experienced!
The train journey is about two
hours long through beautiful
countryside. If you have time stop off
in St Gallen and view the old
Monastery’s library which has old Irish
book connections back to 700 A.D.
It’s worth a visit.
If you travel via Romanshorn on
the Lake, it’s a short walk to the ferry
waiting area. It’s always crowded. But
once aboard, relax with a cold beer for
22
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the ferry ride of about 40 minutes.
This takes you to
F r ie d ric hsc hafe n b u t i f yo u r
accommodation is in Lindau then you
need to take another train, another
half hour. Travelling via Zurich is quite
an enjoyable experience. It takes
longer but you get to see a lot more of
Switzerland.
If you arrive at Memmingen
airport with Ryanair then it’s a shorter
journey to Lindau. The airport is quite
small and outside you need to take a
bus or taxi to the train station, which is
about 15 minutes away. The bus is
quite infrequent but the taxi is of good
service and reasonably cheap.
At the train station the
timetable is generous enough for
travel to Lindau, every hour or
sometimes even less. If there are a
number of you travelling, then make
sure to purchase a group Bayern
Ticket, which gives a very good
discount.
One good piece of advice,
German trains have this habit of
splitting in half at train stations en
route. One half continues to Lindau
but the second half goes to some
unpronounceable place name you
never heard of deep in the Bavarian
Alps!
The secret is, look for a
destination name above the doorway
inside your carriage, this is the final
destination of the train. If you do not
see Lindau then decamp immediately
if not sooner to the trains correct half.
A number of us have already

taken tours of the Alps by this most
misguided and inappropriate
method.
When you eventually get to
Lindau and you are still reasonably
sober, remember German beers are
quite strong, and then it is just a
short walk to your lodgings. We
favour a hotel across the road from
the train station called the Vis a Vis,
but here are numerous other hotels
and guesthouses to choose from.
It is recommended to book
your hotel preferably early in the
year, as this Radio Rally attracts
thousands of visitors and the
cheaper hotels get booked out

quickly.
What to do in Lindau? Take a
relaxing walk on the promenade by the
Lake and gaze at the Swiss Alps across
the Lake. Seek out the various
restaurants and bars, most speak
English and have English menus. The
beer is good, try the lighter crystal beer,
most pleasant. The food is always of
high standard, plenty to choose from
and reasonably priced. Weather wise,
Lindau can be quite hot up to 30’s
celcius but it also produces violent
thunderstorms, remember you are
close to the Alps. Ferry trips are
popular on the Lake and take you to
Austria and Switzerland within an hour.
On the Friday morning, you are
off to the Messe exhibition, so an early
train at 9 a.m. to Friedrichschafen.
Once there, you have a free bus service
that runs every 20 minutes from the
train station. Taxis are also available
and can be cheap enough for a group
of four. Although the exhibition opens
at 10am, many people seem to get an
early bus, so get there in plenty of time.
There will be a large queue and
you can easily be a half hour standing
waiting to purchase your ticket. The
show is a three day event, Friday to
Sunday, so best buy a three day ticket
because it will take that long to see
everything. A good tip is to buy online
before the show, the price is
discounted and you can therefore walk
straight in, bypass the queuing.
Once inside, you will be literally
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remember where a particular stand is
situated that you are interested in.
Perhaps draw yourself a map
and mark the locations. This is why
you need two to three days, this place
is big. You need plenty rest breaks
and luckily there are numerous
restaurants, cafes and beer halls.
Prices are good and the beer is
cheaper than at home.
We usually take plenty rest and
arrange a coffee break at a set time in
a set location. You will never find any
of your mates in a field of five or six
thousand people. Using handhelds
might help but it’s a very noisy
environment.
By four o’clock its time to head
back to the hotel and arrange a meal
for the night. Lindau has an excellent
selection of restaurants, and we
always repair to a well frequented bar
amazed at the vastness of the exhibition.
This place is the promised land to the radio
buff. Radio equipment, each company
displaying their latest gear, HF gear, VHF
gear, handhelds, satellite equipment,
computer equipment, test equipment, spare
components, bric-a-brac, antique radio, radio
societies, radio tools. You name it, this place
has got it all. Wear good strong shoes
because you will walk the feet off yourself.
You will walk miles by the end of the day.
Each hall will take you at least two
hours each, if not longer, to get around and
see everything. So stretch out your time or
the experience will be overwhelming for you.
You need to compare prices and find the
cheapest. One always bargains and you can
often come away with a good price. Always
called ‘Ericas’ after our meal. The
following day is a repeat of the
previous but this time pre-armed with
local knowledge. Much easier to get
around and visit the interesting stands
with the good prices. The first day can
be the most tiring but once you know
where everything is situated, a lot
painless.
All in all, it really is an excellent
weekend, and the cost can be quite
low too. Take advantage of cheap
airfares, and find a reasonably priced
hotel or guesthouse.
Tom Frawley, EI3ER
tomski1@eircom.net
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Understanding the Ionogram
The Ionogram is a graph of time-of-flight against transmitted
frequency. The typical frequency sweep would be from 0.1—30 MHz
Each ionospheric layer shows up as an approximately smooth curve,
separated from each other by an asymptote at the critical frequency.
The upwardly curving sections at the beginning of each layer are due
to the transmitted wave being slowed by, but not reflected from,
underlying ionisation which has a plasma frequency close to, but not
equalling the transmitted frequency. The y-axis displays the height of
the layer and the x-axis shows the frequency. These plots update
every 3 minutes.
The Critical frequency of each layer is scaled from the
asymptote and the virtual height of each layer is scaled from the
lowest point on each curve. The Ionogram signal sweeps across a
frequency range to produce the graph as seen in the diagram on the
right. As the frequency increases, each wave is refracted less by the
ionisation in the layer, and so each penetrates further before it is
reflected. As a wave approaches the reflection point, its group velocity
approaches zero and this increases the time-of-flight of the signal.

The Basic Parameters of the Ionogram

Eventually, a frequency is reached that enables the wave to
penetrate the layer without being reflected. This is the Critical
Frequency. For ordinary mode waves, this occurs when the
transmitted frequency just exceeds the peak plasma frequency of the
layer. In the case of the extraordinary wave, the magnetic field has an
additional effect, and reflection occurs at a frequency that is higher
than the ordinary wave by half the electron gyro-frequency.
The heights of the individual layers, E, F1 and F2 are clearly
shown and the critical frequency for each layer is the point drawn from
the asymptote to the x-axis for the E, F1 and F2 Layer.
The diagram in the middle shows a typical daytime plot. The
parameters on the left of the graph refer to each of the layers. The
FoF2 is the Critical Frequency of the F2-Layer, the FoF1 is the critical
frequency of the F1-layer and the FoE is the critical frequency of the Elayer. The H’E, H’F2 and the H’F is the Height of the layer. The gap
between the 1 MHz and 1.5 MHz show the absorption of the D-Layer.
The separation of the red and green traces shows the plot of the
Ordinary wave and the green plot is a that of the extraordinary wave.

Typical Day me Ionogram

An additional trace is noted at the top of the graph and this is
where the signal has been reflected from the latter back to earth and
then bounced back to be reflected a second time and hence the trace
is measured at twice the height of the original trace-not another layer,
Below the X-axis is an interpolation of the FoF2 and the MUF.
Reading along this the parameter D is the distance in Km and the
corresponding MUF is beneath this value.
As daytime moves on towards night time, the ionisation of the
layers reduces and the F2 and F1 layer combine to become the FLayer the E-Layer disappears as shown in the diagram at the bottom
of the page. The graph, however, will show this as an F2 Layer as it is
the actually highest layer. The D-Layer will reduce to almost zero and
therefore not absorb frequencies such as 1.8Mhz and 3.6 MHz which
is why these bands open in the late evening.
Watch for a more pronounced or thicker trace on the E-Layer as
this will be a clear indication of Sporadic E and will be indicated by the
parameter FoEs. At this point it would be wise to check the website Dx
-Sherlock for Es activity on 30 MHz and above.
UK Ionogram http://www.ukssdc.ac.uk/ionosondes/view_latest.html

Typical Night Time Ionogram
Steve Wright, EI5DD
wrights1@eircom.net
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A Day in the Life of 160 Metres
L
i le is understood about
the propaga on of radio
waves in the area of 1800 - 2000
KHz. Although it is not situated
far from the 80 metre band
(3500 - 3800 KHz), its
characteris cs
bear
no
resemblance. A empts have
been made to iden fy a
correla on between solar and
geomagne c
Indices
e.g.
sunspot numbers the K and A
indices and the three hour kindex and yet these do not e in
with any form of predic on or
indica on that the band will
open or yield good DX. When
condi ons are good on the 160
metre band it can sound like a
good opening on the 20 metre
band.

Signals on the 160 metre band
are strongly affected by D-Layer
absorption and consequently, the
propagation on this band is very much
restricted to ground wave. During the
night, however the density of the DLayer reduces dramatically although it

does not disappear - this will result in
a corresponding reduction of signal
absorption. Changes in the density of
the D-Layer will therefore influence the
absorption of the 160 metre signal in
the night time hours.
Changes of electron density in
the D-Layer will have profound effects
on absorption levels during night time
hours as, at lower frequencies,
electron collisions with neutral ions
occur more frequently than they do at
higher frequencies. This is the major
cause of absorption within the DLayer. Another consideration is that
frequencies in the 160 metre band
are close to the electron gyrofrequency, generally between 700 and
1600 KHz. The gyro-frequency of an
electron is a measure of the
interaction between the electron in the
earth's atmosphere and the earth's
magnetic field. It is therefore obvious
that the closer the carrier wave is to
the gyro-frequency the more the
energy is absorbed by the electron
from that carrier wave.
During geomagnetic activity,
such as that experienced following the
occurrence of a solar flare, the
orientation of the earth's magnetic
field lines can change producing
variations of signal strength. Auroral
ovals, more prevalent after solar
activity, can have an impact on radio

wave propagation if the
communication path lies within or
along one. This will result in strong
signal absorption and strong signal
enhancements. Erratic signal
behaviour with strong and rapid signal
fading may occur caused by multipathing, anomalous and rapid
variations in absorption. This would be
similar in effect to the rapid fading
experienced of Radio Luxembourg and
many other radio stations situated on
the Medium Wave broadcast band.
In order to determine the day to
day state of the 160 metre band at the
EI5DD location in Galway, Weak Signal
Propagation Reporting techniques
were employed. This involves running a
program developed by Joe Taylor K1JT
on the computer and interfacing to the
Yaesu FTDX5000MP via a Signalink
USB data-modes interface. See Below
The power level was set to 5
watts output. The antenna in use was
an inverted-L antenna with
approximately 40ft in the vertical plane
and 27 ft across the horizontal plane.
The antenna was top loaded and was
tuned by an SGC tuner at the bottom.
The WSPR program allows periods in
receive mode where signals way down
in the noise floor are demodulated and
once the information is received the
results are uploaded to the WSPR
reporting map on the WSPR website.
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As all WSPR stations are linked to this
site it is possible to see where those
heard and those receiving signals are
located.

Results
As can be seen on the WSPR
Program display, signals rapidly
decline as the graduation from night
time to daytime occurs. Sunrise, on
this occasion, was at 08:08 UTC and
by 8:44 UTC the D-Layer as become
sufficiently ionised to absorb all
signals to the East of Galway and
beyond ground wave paths. This
ionisation will increase in density to
solar noon. Beyond Solar the
ionisation will slowly diminish. As the
grey line transits towards Ireland, the
D-Layer ionisation will diminish and
signals will be heard once again from
an easterly direction. Stations close to
the transition from daylight to
darkness will be heard first with more
becoming apparent as the grey line
transits towards Galway.
The series of pictures
demonstrates the gradual increase in
distance covered as the interface
between night and day transits across
Ireland and on up to midnight where
the ionisation of the D-Layer is at a
minimum.
The last of the series of pictures
shows the total activity from 12 am to
7 am. The best DX is into Moscow.

As the morning
approaches so the ionisation
of the D-Layer will gradually
increase reducing the distance
b e tw e e n stati o n s b o th
transmitting and receiving.
The last of the series of
pictures shows the total
activity from 12 am to 7 am.
Best DX is into Moscow. as the
morning approaches so the
ionisation of the D-Layer will
gradually increase reducing
the distance between stations
both transmitting and
receiving.
This experiment was
continued over three days with
no variation from the above
apart from additional stations
appearing or disappearing due
to being taken off air or being
switched on. No apparent DX
opening has been found so far,
but then these are probably
few and far between.
Interestingly, it has been
noticed that there is no East West propagation into the
States as yet.
Operation has been
achieved into the States from
this location in the past so this
path is possible under the right
conditions.
It was hoped that grey
line
propagation
may
be
evident on
1
Top Band but this
did not manifest
over the three day
test. The tests were
conducted
in
November with the
hope that a less
ionised
D-Layer
would permit longer
distances.
80
metres, around this
time
would
2 generally surprise
with the occasional
VK station bursting
out of the noise.
If
band
conditions are dead
could Top Band
yield a surprise?
Could
Auroral
observation be the
Key?

3

4

5

6
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Expedition to Inishbofin Island
E
ach year in July the club
has its annual dxpedi on
to Inishboﬁn Island, which is
located
near
Cleggan
in
Connemara. The club sets up a
HF and VHF radio sta on and as
the island is in a unique
loca on, many sta ons from
around the world like to make
contact. Inishboﬁn gives us
plenty room for antennae and
its quiet radio wise loca on
ensures the weakest sta ons
can be heard. Inishboﬁn makes
an ideal summer vaca on and
many of the club members have
been making return visits over
the past 25 years.

CQ CQ from Echo Juliet Four
Golf Romeo Charlie. This is the call
heard on the airwaves from Inishbofin
Island when the Galway Radio
Experimenters Club take up residence
for a week on their yearly holiday
outing.
Since the early 1980’s the
Galway Radio Club have being taking
the summer trip to the island, setting
up an amateur radio station. It’s a
convenient destination, a two hour trip
from Galway City, giving members the
chance to set up H/F aerials in a quiet
and exclusive location. It also allows us
to use the EJ prefix with our callsign
EI4GRC, thus making our calls and
contacts that bit more unique to other
amateur radio enthusiasts. This station
gives our club members much time
and a chance to check out the many
pieces of radio equipment we do not
normally have worked on during the
year. HF rigs, VHF rigs, satellite
communications, data and digital
communications. We also build and
test new antennas acquired during the
year but possibly not have the time or
space to use to a fuller extent.
The journey to Inishbofin starts
in Cleggan, near Clifden, with a 40
minute ferry journey. This journey has
seen a lot of changes down the years,
from travelling in on an open deck
fishing boat to a modern fast and up
market ferry. In the early days we
would travel on the fishing boat but at

the island if the tide was low entailed
a transfer to a rowing boat for the run
ashore. This necessitated placing all
the radio equipment and aerials plus
baggage from the larger boat to the
rowing boat and risk the trip ashore
without losing half of the radio
equipment. We did get our
equipment quite wet at times from
the rain and it was always a wonder
that the gear worked at all when
switched on. From the shore, we
would hire a tractor to take all the
gear to our accommodation.
Back in the early days we used
the local schoolhouse, and this gave
us much welcome classroom space
for equipment plus field use outside
for antennas.
We built some fine hf
antennas at the schoolhouse, which
were the envy of many an operator,
but as sleeping areas and washing
facilities were somewhat
uncomfortable we eventually
transferred to holiday houses with
our radio station.
Holiday homes unfortunately
do not have the same real estate

space outside for erecting large
antennas so we use smaller beams
like the Hex-beam and shorter
Windoms for lower frequency bands.
We also use vhf and satellite and
these modes do not suffer any of
space problems.
Local communication between
ourselves on the island is covered by
vhf, 145 MHz, usually S21. A base
station with high collinear antenna
covers this and is left switched on 24
hours usage.
With even smaller space
available we can still use vertical H/F
antennas. So we always have a
solution with antenna space. RF noise
can be a more modern problem as
wireless internet usage and routers
have become the norm.
Electromagnetic screening is therefore
a necessity, with much study required.
Well, we are radio experimenters after
all, there is a way around most of
these problems.
So, having built our radio
station and associated antenna works,
we are ready to go on air. Normally the
suffix EJ, echo Juliet, is enough to
have your call answered by a plethora
of return calls but in recent years the
sunspot cycle has declined to virtually
zero sunspots. 2019 has the cycle
almost bottoming out so it can thus be
more frustrating than earlier years to
have your call answered quickly. One
hour calling on hf to be answered by
two calls! Unless, that is of course, one
uses a linear amplifier. More and more
stations are now using linear amps
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with the downturn of the sunspot cycle
and perhaps this is the way.
However this fact does allow us
to become more enterprising,
improved antennas, satellite, data
modes such as FT8, digital DMR radio
and using vhf digital techniques via
internet. Inishbofin has a fine wireless
internet service. Perhaps the sunspots
are low for a reason! QRP operation
can always be an attraction if one
invests in building an efficient
antenna.
The club Hex-beam has worked
very well, obviously allowing us to
beam towards a location. It requires a
small operating area and can be
turned manually quite easily,
especially if it’s pouring rain and the
water running down the back of your
neck. We all know about that indeed.

The weather on Inishbofin can
be trying at times, even in summer we
have known weeks when it has rained
every single day with gales. Aerials get
blown down, electrical outages occur.
Inishbofin used to have it’s own
generator before mains electricity
cabling was installed from the
mainland. This generator would often
need to be shut down for maintenance
or actually blow with a fault and this
therefore was a cue for the radio club

to down tools and
head
for
the
nearest pub.
Y e s ,
Inishbofin has a
pub, actually too
many of them. To
the detriment of
many an operator
trying to call CQ
after a late night
visit. There are
three hotels and a
pub
so
no
problems
with
food and drink
availability.

Rain is the only problem
because it can be rather a long walk
depending where your
accommodation is located. Always
carry a torch and handheld radio,
better to be seen and found if lost.
S21 is our main mode of local
communication as mobile phone
coverage can be speculative at times.
There is no street lighting, just pure
darkness. Cars and motorbikes will
perhaps be heard but not seen, care
when walking is imperative.
This year 2019 saw the
introduction of a digital mode DMR
repeater on the island. Its callsign is
EJ7IBD. This is the first digital
repeater or in fact of any repeater, to
be placed on an offshore Irish island.
It covers the entire island plus the

mainland western side of Connemara.
This opens a new window with
radio communication in Galway and no
better place to include installation
than Inishbofin. If HF is to be in the
doldrums of sunspots for the next few
years then surely digital/internet
assisted radio will make Inishbofin all
the more attractive to the amateur
radio enthusiast.

After our weeks radio holiday,
we return once more to a more
mundane life in Galway, ears burning
from CW, wondering what DRM and
Fusion is all about, but still muttering
CQ into the late of the night.

Tom Frawley, EI3ER
tomski1@eircom.net
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JOTA Weekend - Esker - Athenry
is the world’s
J OTA-JOTI
largest digital Scout event
taking place online and over the
air. The educa onal event
brings together more than
2 million Scouts every year in
October for a weekend of
Scou ng and friendship. Young
people
can
learn
about
communica ons technology and
connect with fellow Scouts from
over 170 countries. The event is
open to Scouts around the
world, enabling young people to
connect and communicate with
each other using the Internet
and amateur radio. JOTA-JOTI
engages youth in educa onal
ac vi es that build teamwork,
cross-cultural
understanding
and skills for the future.
At a recent club meeting, Paul
Mannion outlined a plan to hold a
Scouts Jamboree event at the Retreat
House in the Grounds of Esker
Monastery, Athenry. There was no
hesitation in giving a positive
response to operate this event.
On Friday the 18th of October,
Tom, EI3ER, John EI8IU, Steve EI5DD,
and Paul O’Connor went to Esker to
set up the Windom for HF and a
Colinear for 2 Metres. The location
was perfect with ample space to hoist

a Multi-band Windom antenna
without any obstructions.
With the telescopic mast
supporting the feed-point of the
antenna, it was possible to string the
antenna between two buildings in a
straight line and at a good height.
The HF rig was connected to the
antenna tuned perfectly on all bands.
20 and 40 metres were open at the
time and a few contacts were made

to prove that all was working. The
2metre antenna was working well with
the Galway Repeater and the
Repeater on Devil’s Bit coming in with
good signal strengths.
At this point, all unnecessary
equipment was removed and the
Transceivers packed away until
required the following day. There was
to be 30 scouts present on Saturday.
Damian EI2HG, Tom EI3ER,
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Larry EI9CN and Paul O’Connor arrived
early to connect the HF and VHF
station. A separate table was laid out
with Morse code sheets and a CW key
ready for Morse practice sessions.
As the Scouts were already
camped on site, it wasn’t long before a
large group assembled around the HF
Station. Tom, EI3ER, made a few calls
and eventually hooked up with an
Austrian station. This provided a great
opportunity for the Scouts to take
turns communicating with the Group
in Austria.
As these were an older group
there was a greater interest with some
good questions from the Scouts. There
was no shortage of volunteers to chat
with JOTA Stations.
In the mean time, Larry and
Damian set up the Morse Practice

session.
There
were sheets with
the code letters
and
symbols
printed on them.
The group were
taught how to
send Morse and
the
spacing
b e t w e e n
characters etc.
A f t e r
practicing
sending
their
names, Larry and
D am i an
se nt
short messages
for them to copy. They learned fairly
quickly. They then had the
opportunity to send messages of
their own. This proved to be a
popular exercise. The number of
participants was split into three
groups to ensure that everyone got
an opportunity to take part.
In the mean time, Steve
EI5DD, arrived with a 2metre DMR
Radio with the intention of working
some of the many Scouting groups
to be found on the channels
allocated to JOTA operation.
Unfortunately, the radio
grabbed in haste, was a brand new
DMR radio which had no channels
programmed into it. This was quite
embarrassing to say the least.
Luckily, a Laptop and a spare
programming lead were brought

along and eventually the 19 JOTA
channels were programmed in. This
seemed to take longer than usual
especially when under pressure.
Plenty of questions were asked
about the reasons for having to put
the channels in before we could
operate the Radio. Why wan’t it like
the HF Radio?
Fortunately the signal was good
into the Galway Multimode Gateway
giving us clear access into the DMR
Network. The C4FM and D-Star
facilities were turned off to allow
uninterrupted operation on DMR.
The first group contacted were
located in Cork and under the care of
Conor EI4JN. They were in the process
of setting up at the time but assured
us that they would be back shortly. A
Call was made into the States and one
of the Scouts had a long QSO with the
operator.
The next Station contacted,
was KB4DAD, located in Florida.
Whilst not a JOTA station, he had been
involved in JOTA for many years and
was willing to take time to chat to
anyone who wished to chat with him.
We had one Scout who was a
great operator and not mic shy, so she
carried out a long QSO with him. We
tried to call out on other channels, but
despite long pauses, there were many
stations present on them.
It came to lunch time and there
was a mass exodus towards the dining
area so that was end of DMR. The
DMR was only a small Radio so did
not quite hold the same significance
as the ICOM radio.
EI19LSJ called us with Conor
on the mic once again. This time there
were a large group of willing
communicators ready for the long
chat. The Last Scout to call was “Eila”
who wanted to know my age! I replied
only God and my Bank Manager know
that and then said over 21. There was
a good exchange from her after that.
At this point the hall was devoid
of Scouts and operators so a well
earned cup of tea and bun was the
order of the day.
Of course it was not just Radio
at this event, as other activities were
organised. Some had camped
outdoors whilst others went for the
comforts of the dormitory. There was
ample space to kick a football.
Fortunately the weather was
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In another building, well away
from the radio station, the scouts had
an area dedicated to JOTI,
Jamboree on the Internet,
known by its acronym JOTI, is an
international Scouting activity held
annually. Participants, through the use
of designated Chats from all over the
world, can contact their fellow Scouts
by means of the Internet. Common
communication methods include
ScoutLink (IRC), e-mail, and VOIP. This
provides the Scouts with a means of
learning about fellow Scouts from
around the world.
Naturally this area holds a lot of
interest amongst the scouts and they
have plenty of opportunity to exchange
photographs and chat through
dedicated Scouting media channels.
As the Scouts were divided up
into 3 groups, everyone had a fair
chance to go on the Internet and
Radio. One of the main topics of
conversation was to organise visits to
overseas Scouting Groups. Good
thinking!
The third activity was to
construct a small electronic project.
This was a new idea, but it seems that
it was possible to obtain special kits
for scouts to construct. This involved
the use of a Soldering Iron and also
meant that they had to familiarise
themselves with the basic colour
coding of components, the polarity of
capacitors and the use of the

www.galwayradio.com

Soldering Iron. It was a shame that
we were not aware of this at the
start of the day as assistance could
have been provided to get them off
to a good start.
By the time Steve and Paul
took a look they were already well on
the way to constructing their project.
The simpler of the two
projects was an E-badge with
flashing LEDs. Either a name or
callsign was supposed to be placed
between the flashing LEDs.

Whilst the projects were well
on the way to completion, some
were not working and some only had
one flashing LED. The solution
became obvious that LEDs have a
polarity and if placed in the wrong
way around, they will not light up.
This solved the most of the
problems, but the others were down
to wrong placement of components
or fried transistors.
Fortunately, Larry Damian and
Tom were at hand, to show the

Scouts how to solder the components
in and to ensure that there was no
short circuit between tracks on the
printed circuit board.
The projects held quite a good
interest with the Scouts and there
were very few casualties from the heat
of the soldering iron. It was noted that
there was first aid kit left on one of the
chairs near the activity.

There was a second project
called Wild-Bits. This was rather an
advanced project with many more
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components and was designed to
demonstrate how logic circuits
process information.
The purpose of this kit was to
discover, interactively, how zeros and
ones are processed.
After constructing the kit it is
possible to connect the logical building
blocks with short pieces of wire. This
allows experimentation with logical
gates and binary counters. This
seemed to be a rather complicated kit
and only a couple attempted to build it
but, nevertheless, had the kit working
straight away.
The afternoon’s radio activities
continued but, sadly, the radio
conditions were not fantastic. This
often tends to be the way and
coincides with events where it would
be favourable to work some good DX.
This being said, it was still
possible to make QSOs and exchange
details with similar stations. Some
Scouts really take to the idea whilst
others can be a little microphone shy.
Once over this obstacle it is
quite probable that they will stay with
radio operating for the day.
The radio operations continued
until around 4:30 when it was decided
to close down the station. It always
seems faster to take things down that
put them up! The station was neatly
packed in boxes and loaded into
Tom’s car and a quick check around
the operating area ensured that

everything was removed.
Special thanks to all those
involved with the organisation of the
weekend: Paul Mannion, Brendan
O’Gorman, Dermot, Eimear Phelan
and Lynn. Special thanks to Galway
Radio club members involved with
the set up and operation of the
station: Damian, EI2HG, Tom EI3ER,
John EI8EU, Larry EI9CN and Paul.
This was probably one of the
most successful operations for JOTA
as there was plenty of space for
antennas, no QRM from anything in

the vicinity of the Station. Special
thanks also to the Esker Monastery
for the excellent facilities for running
the event.
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Alcock & Brown Centenary
A

s Part of the centenary
celebra ons members of
the Galway Radio Experimenters
Club (GREC) ac vated a special
event callsign for the month of
June 2019. EI100ABC “EI 100
Alcock Brown Centenary” was
ac ve on all the HF bands over
the month with the sta on live
from the Clifden Sta on house
Museum for the week of the
fes val (12th to 16th June).

Clifden recently celebrated the
centenary of the first non-stop
transatlantic flight made by John
Alcock and Arthur Whitten-Brown. They
flew from Newfoundland and landed
near Clifden on 15th June 1919. In
fact, they landed at the Marconi radio
station in Derrygimlagh.
The Marconi station was in full
operation at the time, the plane, a
Vickers Vimy, landed in the morning
8:30 a.m. and the staff were most
surprised as they rushed out to help
the aviators.

In fact the plane barely missed
the huge 200 foot high antenna array
which covered almost a square
kilometer area. But that’s another
story. Remember this was one of the
biggest radio stations in the world at
the time.
During June 2019, our radio
club GREC was invited to join in the
Clifden celebration by activating a
special event station, with the callsign
EI100ABC. It would be a three-day
weekend event.
Enda EI2II and friend Kevin
Glynn were instrumental in
coordinating with the Clifden festival
PR organization, thus allowing the club
to obtain use of the old station house
museum as radio station premises.
Obtaining the museum house
was one thing, but where to place the

antenna and secure cabling route
was another.
This is quite a seasoned
building over 120 years old, and all
windows are without opening sashes.
The only door available is that used
for visitors and therefore not an
option for coax cables. The roof was
out of bounds because of its steep
pitch.
However, close inspection of
the old window frames fortuitously
revealed aging of the brickwork and
it was just possible to squeeze in the
coax, 7mm ecoflex, through the
tightest of margins. Cabling solved.
Yes the PL259 went through also.

Our antenna, a Hex-beam was
the next dilemma. We couldn’t
attach it to the loose timeworn
brickwork wall or even use the steep
roof area.
The small car park outside
was our only option and we duly
obtained permission from the
owners to fence off a portion and
place the antenna there. Trees and
lampposts were used as tie off
points.

We placed the radio room
upstairs in the museum, this being the
closest area for the coax cable and all
worked out fine. We had two hf rigs,
one for SSB/CW and the other for FT8.
A 2m base rig was used for talk in and
guide operators to the station.
One of our members Aengus
EI4ABB had a satellite station for
operation on Oscar 100, using
2/10Ghz bands.
We were mindful of the Marconi
station of Derrygimlagh connection so
aware of that we placed a selection of
antique radio equipment on show.
Our good friend Frank McCurry
took charge here and organised a
demonstration of spark gap
technology, using an induction coil and
a four ball Righi spark gap. This
certainly created an attraction with not
only the sparking itself but the noise it
made.
Quite a number of children from
the local schools visited and we had a
morse teaching area set aside for
them where they could practice. They
were all given a copy of the morse
code to take away with them.
Our callsign and station did
attract hundreds of calls over the
three days. We used SSB, CW and
FT8. FT8 created its own non stop
usage and there were plenty of pileups
on the other modes. Satellite
operation was particularly popular.
Visitors to the station were most
impressed.
The visitors were from all walks
of life and from all over the world,
Clifden town in itself is a major tourist
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attraction. Lots of people expressed
surprise that morse code was still in
use, others wondered what amateur
radio actually was. So it was certainly
a great opportunity to sell ourselves to
the wider public.
One of our visitors was the
nephew of John Alcock himself, Tony
Alcock, who was the chief guest of the
Clifden celebration. Tony, ex pilot from
the RAF, Group Captain A.J.H. Alcock
MBE RAF and was well versed in all

things
radio
comms. He didn’t
need
any
introduction
to
our equipment.
The event
itself was a great
opportunity
to
showcase
our
club and hobby
and we therefore
placed amateur
radio posters at
p r o m i n e n t
locations in the
display hall.
It
also
allowed us to
advertise the fact
that we were
involved in the
flight of the first Trans-Atlantic model
aircraft, called TAM5, which also
landed near Clifden on August 11th
2003.
We h and led the r adio
telemetry and D/F location for the
aircraft as it approached the
Connemara coast near
Ballyconneely. It landed safely close
to the beach. Visitors were amazed to
hear that Clifden is host to two major
aircraft firsts. The TAM5 flight path

was modelled on Alcock and Brown’s
original path.
The TAM5 also flew from
Newfoundland and landed near
Derrygimlagh. It was programmed to
follow GPS waypoints across the
Atlantic and is a great tribute to the
engineers who designed planned that
operation.

We would like to thank the
members of GREC and Shannon Basin
radio club who helped run this event.
It took some effort to erect the
antenna against the usual strong
Connemara gales, not to mention the
rain when taking down the antenna. In
particular, thanks go to the organisers
Enda EI2II, plus Kevin Glynn who
enabled smooth operation of the
event.
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Remembering Maynard Hill
M
aynard Hill, who has died
aged 85 on the 7th June
2019, made his mark on avia on
history in 2003 when one of his
remote
controlled
model
aircra became the ﬁrst to ﬂy a
record-breaking 1,882 miles
across the Atlan c on less than a
gallon of fuel.

PLEASE NOTE: The Text for this
article was reproduced from the
Daily Telegraph Monday 21st
October 2019.
Hill's TAM (Transatlantic Model)
5, with a wingspan of 6ft and weighing
less than 11lbs, made it from
Newfoundland to Ireland with a few
drops of fuel to spare, marking a
record time for the flight of 38 hours
and 23 minutes.
The flight recreated the historic
first transatlantic journey of the British
aviation pioneers Alcock and Brown,
who made the crossing in 16 hours
and 27 minutes in 1919.
A retired engineer, Hill had
reason to savour his moment of
triumph: 24 test prototypes of his
design had wobbled into the air and
failed, crashed or disappeared. But he
was certain he could build a model
aircraft that could stay aloft for 1,875
miles, enough to fly across the
Atlantic.
In August 2002, TAM 1 climbed
to 1,000ft bound for Ireland before
falling into the ocean. Two days later
TAM 2 stalled and met the same fate.
TAM 3 disappeared in a rainstorm
eight hours and 479 miles out.
Having made adjustments to
his computerised autopilot system, Hill
returned to Newfoundland the
following year, launching TAM 4 into a
cloudless sky over Cape Spear at 8pm
on August 8 2003. Contact was lost at
430 miles downrange. Someone joked
that the Bermuda Triangle may have
had a cousin over Greenland. Or
perhaps the Icelandic Navy was in
need of target practice.
Undaunted, at 7.45pm local
time the next day, Hill again held his
breath as TAM 5 climbed rapidly,
turning gracefully before disappearing

Maynard Hill with TAM5 before its transatlan c Launch - Photo from Washington Post

out of sight on a 62-degree heading
towards Ireland. By 11pm, satellite
data showed the tiny aircraft still
aloft at a satisfactory altitude,
making approximately 43mph with
no tailwind.
At 8.30 the following morning,
the little plane, nicknamed The Spirit
of Butts Farm, after the farm in
Maryland owned by Beecher Butts
where it had been tested, was
roughly 560 miles out. But Hill noted
some ominous data from satellites
monitoring its telemetry.
The aircraft's four-stroke
engine was supposed to be
regulated at 3,900rpm, but the
readings ranged from 3,100 to
4,100rpm. The plane's altitude was
bouncing between 280 and 320
metres, suggesting a porpoising
flight path from a shallow climb to a
speedy dip.
"The Spirit trotted along all day
Sunday," Hill reported. "Over the midocean it picked up a 5-10mph
tailwind and was cruising at 5055mph. I went to bed at roughly
10pm, fearful that the cool of night
would increase the viscosity of the
fuel, taking the engine from lean to
dead."
When he awoke at 4am, there
had been no satellite data for three
hours, and Hill believed the plane
was lost; it was agreed to stand
down the officials in Ireland who
were making a special six-hour trip
from Dublin to the landing site at
Dooloughton, Bay Beach, Co Galway.

But just then, data from one of
the satellites confirmed that TAM 5
was not only still flying, but was now
far enough east to be in warming
sunshine, and had shed a lot of fuel
weight. By 9am local time (12.30pm in
Ireland), the Spirit was a mere 70
miles from the Irish coast.
The landing was a cliff hanger.
The engine had been set to run for
roughly 37 hours, and Hill worried it
might stop a couple of miles short of
the landing site.
At 2pm Irish time, the Spirit of
Butts Farm hove into view at
Dooloughton Beach, and one of the
Irish officials took manual control,
banging the rudder stick hard right to
kill the engine. A mobile phone link
was opened to Hill as the Spirit made a
dead-stick landing approximately five
feet from the designated spot. At
2.08pm, hearing over the phone link
the shout "It's on the ground!", Hill led
a whooping cheer, buried his head in
his wife's shoulder "and wept
unashamedly for joy".
The plane's tank contained less
than two ounces of fuel – a quarter of
a cupful. "In the model airplane world,
this is no different from Armstrong
landing on the moon," Carl Layden, an
official observer of the feat,
announced.
A blacksmith's son, Maynard
Luther Hill was born on February 21
1926, in the coal mining town of
Lehighton, Pennsylvania. He numbered
Charles Lindbergh and Amelia Earhart
among his childhood heroes but was
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always more fascinated by tiny aircraft
than their full-sized counterparts.
"By age 9," he wrote, "I had
acquired a fairly serious addiction to
balsa wood and glue."
In 1943, having graduated from
high school, he joined the US Navy
and during the Second World War
served in Panama. After the war, Hill
took two degrees in Metallurgy at
Pennsylvania State University. His
balsa-and-glue habit was already so
severe that he had trouble controlling
it, even during his final exams.
Years before his transatlantic
feat, Hill had carved a niche in the
aero modellers' hall of fame. In the
1960s, he set 25 world records for
speed, duration and altitude, flying his
radio-controlled aircraft as high as
26,990 feet, as long as 38 hours and
as fast as 151mph.
Hill worked as a metallurgist at
the Johns Hopkins University Applied
Physics Laboratory in Baltimore,
eventually persuading his supervisors
that he should be allowed to develop
at work the hobby he pursued in his
own time in his basement workshop.
He became a pioneer in developing
unmanned aerial vehicles – drones –
for the US military.
In the 1990s, by then retired,
mostly deaf, and registered blind as a
result of macular degeneration, he
announced that he intended to fly a
model airplane across the Atlantic –
from Newfoundland on the Canadian
seaboard to Ireland.
Everyone thought this was
impossible – except Hill. According to
international rules, to qualify as a
model a plane must weigh less than
11 pounds – fuel included. No such
plane had flown even one-third as far
as Hill had in mind.
Hill was inducted into the Model
Aviation Hall of Fame in 1977. Several
of his planes, including the Spirit of
Butts Farm, are on display at the
National Model Aviation Museum in
Indiana. Another plane is in the
National Air and Space Museum's
collection.
Maynard Hill, who died on June
7, is survived by Gay, his wife of 59
years, and their three children.

Reproduced from the Daily
Telegraph Monday 21st October
2019

Plans of the TAM-5

TAM-5 was made of balsa wood and
fibreglass, and it was covered with a
plastic film, just like any ordinary
model airplane. At 74 inches long

and with a 72-inch wingspan, it used
the same principles of flight as any
other airplane, model or life-sized
aircraft.
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Galway Radio Club & The TAM-5
G
REC was instrumental in
providing assistance to
this successful event. A group of
model aircra enthusiasts from
USA decided to a empt ﬂy a
model aircra
across the
Atlan c Ocean for the ﬁrst
me, from Newfoundland to
Connemara, thus emula ng
Alcock and Brown’s ﬂight.

To qualify for flight records, a
model airplane has to weigh less than
11 pounds, including fuel. So, TAM-5
had room to carry just under 3 quarts
of fuel. This meant that the plane had
to get the equivalent of about 3,000
miles per gallon of fuel.
By
comparison, a commercial jet can
burn more than 3 gallons of fuel every
mile.
Commencing August 2002,
TAM 1 climbed to 1,000ft bound for
Ireland before falling into the ocean.
Two days later TAM 2 stalled and met
the same fate. TAM 3 disappeared in
a rainstorm eight hours and 479
miles out.
Having made adjustments to
his computerised autopilot system,
Hill returned to Newfoundland the
following year, launching TAM 4 into a
cloudless sky over Cape Spear at
8pm on August 8 2003. Contact was
lost at 430 miles downrange.
The following day TAM-5 was
launched and climbed rapidly, turning
gracefully before disappearing out of
sight on a 62-degree heading towards
Ireland.
The TAM-5 plane carried an
impressive set of electronics. Every
hour during the flight, crew members
were able to get information about
the plane's location from a Global
Positioning System (GPS) device on
board. The GPS device communicated
with a satellite orbiting Earth to
determine the plane's exact latitude,
longitude, and speed.
The Tam-5 fight plan was
programmed to use 2.2 ounces of
fuel per hour which would give the
plane between 36 - 37 hours of flight
time. With a good tail wind it would be
possible to push the plane to 55
miles per hour.
The route was programmed

into the computerised autopilot,
which automatically adjusted the
plane's direction to stay on course.
There was also a transmitter on
board that sent signals directly to
crewmembers on the ground when
the plane was within 70 miles of its
launch and landing sites.

The first signals on 433MHz
were picked up when the aircraft
was two hours away from land. As
the signal strength it was possible to
predict where the plane would land.
With remote control the last stages

The Galway Radio Club
assisted by setting up a radio
telemetry receiving station to monitor
signals from the model aircraft as it
approached Ireland. The telemetry
was on 433MHz and well within the
capability of 70cms operation.

of the flight , height and direction,
were taken over manually
The TAM-5 landed at 13:08
GMT at Dooloughton Bay beach,
Truskka, Ballyconneely . Co Galway.
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The plane had just achieved a record breaking flight
of 1882 miles on less than a gallon of fuel. On landing it
was discovered that there was less than one point eight
ounces of fuel which equates to less than a quarter of a
cupful.
We had switched the landing spot to Ballyconeely
area, a smooth Dunloughan Beach, as we thought the
Marconi site too rough and rocky.
Interestingly, we choose Dunloughan because the previous
year GREC had run a summer radio DX-Pedition from a
house on that beach so we knew that it would be an
excellent landing site.
That year we switched from Inishbofin to
Dunloughan. See? A reason for everything. The weather
on the day was perfect, sunny, warm and little wind. Most
unusual for Connemara.
Not many people came in attendance, no RTE, no
reporters, just us GREC and the Model aircraft society
members. Dave Brown, model aircraft society from USA
came across to Ireland and it was he who landed the
plane.
A certificate of appreciation was sent from the TAM
director to us in 2005. The chosen method of despatch
was actually by the flight of the replica Vickers Vimy which
landed at Ballyconeely Golf Club in July 2005.
Steve Fossett and Mark Rebholz kindly agreed to
bring the mail across on the flight. and it duly arrived when
they flew the Vimy from Newfoundland to Ballyconeely.
There was some mix up in Ballyconeely and Mark took the
certificates back to Canada in his luggage.

The certificates were sent back again by regular mail
to Ireland. There times across the Atlantic! Sadly, not many
were aware of the full story outside of the Galway Radio Club
Tom Frawley, EI3ER
tomski1@eircom.net
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The Clansman PRC-351/2
T
he Clansman PRC-3512 is
an intra-platoon level
backpack VHF FM transceiver.
Built by Racal BCC. The PRC 351
has 4 wa RF power output, and
operates in the 30–75.975 MHz
range with a possible 1840
channels spaced 25 kHz apart.
This radio is also capable of
being mounted on a vehicle in
conjunc on with the TUAAM
(Tuning Unit Automa c Antenna
Matching). The PRC 352 is
iden cal, with the addi on of a
20 wa RF ampliﬁer and can be
used as a ground sta on also.

environments as well as a Noise-On
switch position which allows the
radio to operate with the squelch in
the off mode.
Local Squelch facility by either
150 Hz tone modulation of radiated
signal, or by 160 Hz superimposed
on receive signal. Auto-Rebroadcast
operates on 150Hz Modulated
receive signal. One can modify the
set to work on normal squelch and
remove the Modulated tone.
The output power of the radio
is 4 Watts into a 50 Ohm load and
the transmitting range is up to 10
Km when used with 1.2 meter
standard whip antenna in open
country side, and up to 20 Km when
used with a vehicle antenna.

The radio can be capable of
transmitting to much greater distances
by adding an external clip on 20 Watt
RF amplifier. In this configuration the
radio would effectively become a
Clansman PRC-352.

An additional Selective RF unit (SURF)
can be added to tune the whip
antenna to make it more efficient.

The Clansman RT-351 / VRC351 Back-Pack Radio. It is a 4 Watt
portable VHF (FM) Radio, made by
RACAL BCC Ltd. in England. The PRC351 was designed to provide
command communication s at
battalion and company level for
dismounted troops. It was also used in
vehicles by mounted troops. The PRC351 replaced the older A41 and A42
British VHF radios.
The 1.2 metre antenna is
collapsible and can be fitted to either
the PRC-351 unit or to the SURF unit.

The frequency Range 30 to
76.000 MHz in 25 Khz steps giving a
total of 1841 programmable
channels. The desired frequency is set
by four knobs on the side of the radio
which can be operated even while the
operator is wearing Arctic mittens, or
in the dark by counting clicks from the
end-stops.
A Whisper mode is provided for
use when quiet conditions are
essential. In this mode the receiver's
audio output volume is reduced and
the microphone sensitivity is
increased. A Loud mode is also
provided for operation in noisy

The Clansman system is powered by
a 24 volt battery which clips onto the
transceiver as shown above
The Clansman system is
powered by a 24 volt battery which
clips onto the transceiver as shown
above
Other accessories include a
hand cranked generator for charging
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the battery. The set can be operated
with a handset as shown below.

Alternatively the set can be operated
with a headset and boom microphone.

Once all of the units are clipped
together they can be bolted to a frame
for carrying on the back as shown
It had been noted that the
signalman was generally “cannon
fodder” as he was the platoon’s
method of communicating and coordinating with other units so a
webbing type of camouflaged back
pack was developed instead of the
carrying rack. This effectively
disguised the radio system making
him less of a primary target.

Where is this Going?
In June 2016 ComReg
published its final Radio Spectrum
Management Strategy 2016-2018
and indicated its intention to grant
some additional spectrum to the
amateur service. This has now been
done and is in line with some of the
requests made in the Society’s
submission.
The 70 MHz band had been
extended to 69.9 MHz to 70.5 MHz.
This is an increase of 275kHz over
the existing band of 70.125 to
70.450 MHz and is the full band that
may be allocated to the amateur
service under the European Common
Allocations table. Further spectrum
covering all modes including digimodes has been granted on a

secondary basis at 30 to 49 MHz and
54 to 69.9 MHz.
The latter band also includes
digital television in addition to all
other modes. These new frequency
bands are listed among the bands
available generally to radio amateurs
in Annex 1 of a recently revised
version of the Amateur Station
Licence Guidelines document
ComReg 09/45 R4 which is available
on the ComReg website.
The new bands in the 40 MHz
and 60 MHz regions will, among other
things, facilitate modern type beacons
in the region of these frequencies as
well as moving the existing 70MHz
beacon on 70.130 MHz to the section
of the band designated for beacons.
See the table below…….

Galway operators, including
Steve EI5DD, Andrew EI3FEB, and
Arthur EI7GMB were ahead of
themselves when they originally
purchased the equipment described
primarily for 4 metre and 6 metre
operation. Little were they to realise
that ComReg was going to release
this additional spectrum from 3050MHz to the amateur fraternity.
4 metres had been tested on
portable/mobile operations in
Connemara and gave much better
range than 2 metres along with
surprising results when shielded by
hilly terrain.
6 Metres on FM proved quite
interesting but was not quite as
effective as the 4 metre band in
most instances.

Cavorting around the country
side with this type of kit strapped on
the back was obviously going to raise
an eyebrow, fortunately the disguised
backpack proved less of an
eyecatcher.
The equipment was sensitive
and lasted well on the supplied
batteries. The addition of the 20 watt
linear amp unit made all the
difference. The equipment could also
be operated into standard amateur
radio antennas with a BNC to
whatever adaptor. Such kit can vary in
price from £180 - £280 depending on
condition.
Steve Wright, EI5DD
wrights1@eircom.net
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The G4HOL Horizontal Loop
T
he G4HOL Loop antenna is
an excellent mul -band
and omni-direc onal antenna
giving rela vely quiet recep on
due to the fact that it is a fullwave loop. An 80metre band
loop will work well on all bands
HF with a tuner in line. If
situated horizontally and just
20 above ground, the Loop will
give good NVIS results resul ng
in opera on within Ireland or
from Ireland to the UK. It is
inexpensive to make with the
major cost being the balanced
feeder.
40 metre operation was always
an interest especially for working
around Ireland and into the UK for the
WAI or the WAB Awards. Band
conditions were generally noisy on
many occasions and generally the
bands were open to places further
afield with variable band conditions.
Mike, G4HOL, from my previous
radio club in the UK used to boom into
Ireland consistently when most of the
other stations were weak and watery.
Not only him but one or two others
were using a similar antenna system.
Almost every day their signals
were the strongest on the band
without the aid of linear amps. In fact
one operator was only using 10 watts
on his system and still coming at a
S9+.
When quizzed about the
antenna system, it was discovered
that they were using loop antennas for
40 metres and these were not placed
that high off the ground. The fact of
the matter was that they were using
NVIS techniques to launch the signal
almost vertically to take advantage of
short skip into the dead zone
As can be seen in the diagram,
the antenna is a simple loop antenna
fed in one corner with open wire
feeder. It doesn't matter whether it is
300, or 450 ohm feeder but don’t use
coax under any circumstances.
The following day this antenna
was set up in my back garden. At very
best, the antenna could be supported
at 20 ft above ground at the end of

The G4HOL
Mul band Loop
Antenna
system

the garden and maybe 25 ft at the
house. The antenna was fed in one
corner using 450 ohm ladder line.
The system was tuned using
a KW EZEE Match ATU. Any ATU
capable of matching to balanced
line would be suitable.
At 20 ft, the 40 metre loop
would give a relatively high angle of
radiation thereby making it more
suitable for local contacts around
Ireland and semi-local contacts
around the UK.
Immediately the advantages
of this antenna were noted. Every
day the band was open towards the
UK and signal strength were
consistently good. On Sunday
mornings, the signals into the news
reader, located in Dublin, had
improved dramatically.
So much so, that he
asked me had I bought
a new linear amplifier.
Being a full-wave
loop, this antenna
would
work
on
harmonics of the 40
metre band. This was
an advantage over the
previous 40 metre
centre fed dipole. The
20, 15, and 10 metre
bands could be worked
as well.
Being a loop
antenna, there was less
atmospheric noise on

the bands. Obviously , if the antenna
were strung higher from the ground.
The angle of radiation would reduce
resulting a more DX-y antenna. In fact,
on 20 metres the radiation pattern is
lower and of course 10 metres also.
Basically raising the antenna
higher in the air will result in a lower
angle of radiation making it more
useful for DX and dropping the
antenna to 20ft off the ground will
result in high angle radiation and
shorter distances covered.
The antenna was modelled on
the EZ-NEC program and the plot
below shows the radiation pattern
from the loop antenna. The
mathematical projection bears out the
theory of operation of this antenna
and shows near vertical radiation.
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A plot was carried
out on a 160 metre version
of the antenna which shows
the minimum SWR at useful
frequencies throughout the
amateur HF Spectrum. The
SWR at the 1.8 and 3.6
MHz area is easily tuned
out using a balanced ATU.
This will still give excellent
results.
During daylight
hours, one can take
advantage
of NVIS
operation on Frequencies
around 7Mhz and 5MHz but
as the day progresses and
D-Layer
absorption
becomes less, then the 80 metre
band will become more effective as
the evening progresses towards
sunset and darkness.
As a result the 80 metre band
will yield excellent results around
Ireland and into the UK.
Unfortunately, this antenna
does cover a wide expanse of real
estate and the 40 metre antenna is
generally the best size to fit in most
back gardens although nowadays they
are getting smaller in the newer
housing estates.

Loop Sizes
160—10 metres - 566ft (172.5m)
circumference
80 - 10 metres circumference

“open” as possible so a Square
shape is ideal but rectangular or
Trapezoid will suffice A triangle, circle
or irregular polygon will also work
provided they are not squashed.
There will be no problem if the shape
is not truly horizontal as it will still
work.
The antenna must be fed at
one of the corners and not from any
other point along the wire.
The height of the antenna
above ground is not critical and good
results will be obtained at 20ft above
ground.
Do not use a Balun in line,
tune directly with an ATU such as an
EZEE Match or Balanced line tuner.

Taking advantage of Low angle radia on

Practical use

283ft (86.25m)

40–10 metres- 141ft 6ins (43.13m)
circumference
For 60 metres try 188ft (57m)
circumference.
Construction is simple, thread
3 dog bone insulators on the chosen
length of wire. At the 4th corner, tie off
the end of the loop around each side
of the insulator. Solder the feeder to
the wire on each side of the insulator.
The wire gauge is not critical
but do not make it too light weight.
Remember only 300 or 450
ohm open wire feeder and NOT Coax
feeder. Any length of feeder will
suffice as it is not going to radiate.
The loop should be kept as

1)
2)
3)
4)

The antenna has the highest
angle of radiation at the
lowest frequency.
Low angle of radiation at the
Highest frequency - good for
DX operation.
No Narrow Band compromises
or trapped systems involved.
The Loop offers gain over
some commercially marketed
systems
283ft Loop Version
One Wavelength on 80 metres
Two Wavelengths on 40 metres
Three Wavelengths on 30 metres
Four Wavelengths on 20 metres
Five Wavelengths on 17 metres
Six Wavelengths on 15metres
Eight Wavelengths on 10 metres

Taking advantage of High angle Radia on

As can be seen from the
diagrams above. High Angle radiation
will operate stations within the dead
zone as shown in the Low angle
radiation diagram.
A forty metre loop would be
ideal for the IRTS 40 metre counties
contest and would probably pull in
stations that dipoles wouldn’t hear.
The 80 metre counties contest may be
workable as the time of day does not
generally suit NVIS operation on 80
metres - worth a try all the same.
Steve Wright, EI5DD
wrights1@eircom.net
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Operating The DVstick 30
T
he DVsick 30 is the perfect
combina on of the AMBE
vocoder and USB interface.
Using this system, it is possible
to communicate on D-Star and
DMR without a radio. All that is
required is a Windows PC with
soundcard, speakers mic and a
DVs ck 30.

The DVstick offers am ideal solution to
those who want to test the waters of
Digital Radio without spending vast
sums of money on the purchase of a
D-Star Radio costing a minimum of
€379.00 or a DMR radio costing
anything from €100.00 - €250.00.

The basis for this system is the
AMBE 3000 vocoder chip which
converts pulse code modulation from
a computer sound card to D-Star or
DMR.

it is necessary to interface using the
Blue DV program. The set up page is
shown in the picture above. Your
callsign needs to be programmed
into the page first followed by the
Com Port on which the stick is
operating from. This is not RF so skip
the frequency. The Lat/Lon will be
transmitted if filled in and then move
onto the individual modes.
One can fill in the Default
Reflector used on switch on. The
module is not important but can
either be C for 2 metres or B for
70cms. Moving across to the DMR
section your DMR ID is required
which may be obtained from https://
register.ham-digital.org/ and the

hotspot ID is the same as your own ID.
The DMR type for Ireland is BM
although can be set to DMR+ as used
in the UK.
If using Brandmeister the DMR
master is 2721 IE with the password
“passw0rd” with a zero instead of a
“O” for Oscar Sadly this system does
not operate on Fusion yet but this
could happen in the future.
The last section to fill is the
parameters for the DVstick. The COM
Port should appear in the box and use
your DMR ID in the next box. The Baud
Rate will be on a sticker located on
one side of the DV stick so use this
value. The host IP should fill in
automatically from the host computer.

Looking of the top left side of
the screen above, the Serial Slider
has to be set to the on position to
enable data to be received. The DMR
Slider and the D-Stat Slider should
be set to on also or maybe perhaps
just one only can be selected.
To operate D-Star, the slider
should be set to D-Star on the
bottom left hand corner of the
display. The Slider labelled AMBE
3000 is the PTT although the space
bar of the computer can also be used

to key into transmit.
Along the top row. Is the
Reflector select area. First click unlink
and click on either REF, DCS, XRF, or
XLS to determine the Type of Reflector
and then scroll to the number I nthe
box currently marked REF001 and
select the module at present set to C.
Finally click the Link button and it will
give an audible warning that you are
now linked.
To transmit simply press the
spacebar, or use the slider, to talk.

Using the Blue DV for Windows
program as an interface, it is possible
to key in the Talk Group on DMR, or
Reflector on D-Star on which you wish
to communicate.

Once all is connected as above,
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To operate DMR, select DMR
on the left hand row of sliders. On the
bottom right hand side set the slider to
DMR. To transmit, press the Spacebar
or use the slider on the bottom right
hand side.
To select talk groups fill the
desired number in the box currently
displaying 2724 and away you go
connected to a DMR Talk Group which
can be changed at any time.
This is an ideal way to navigate
around DMR or D-Star and, whilst not
RF, will provide many hours of QSOs or
allow one to gauge activity before
programming a DMR or D-Star Radio.

The audio from this device is
remarkably clear. The DVstick sells
for €95.00 from Combitronics.

Steve Wright, EI5DD
wrights1@eircom.net

IARU Region 1
Band Plan Frequency in KHz
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Contact Informa on
Menlo Park Hotel
John Francis
Terryland, Headford Road
Galway,
Co. Galway
Telephone +353 (0)91 761 122
Email info@menloparkhotel.com
Web: www.menloparkhotel.com
Galway has always been a
very
popular
tourist
des na on and the perfect
base
for
exploring
Connemara and the Wild
Atlan c Way but, over the
last couple of years, it has
also really stepped up its
game on the food front. It is
a city that is really hopping
now with lots of ac vi es
and fes vals.
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PS-30
Our best-selling
Power Supply

Only €95

New - the Icom R30
(0.1 to 3304.999 MHz)
AM, FM, WFM,
USB, LSB, CW
Digital modes including
P25, NXDN, dPMR,



Optional adjustable o/p 9-15V DC or
13.8V fixed





30A Constant output, 35A briefly
Output Voltage regulation <2%
Two illuminated analogue meters to
display volts & amps
Cigarette lighter socket - up to 10
amps
DC terminal block on front - up to 3
amps
Short Circuit Protection - Overload
protection





Uniden UBC 75 XLT
Frequency Range
25 - 512MHz
Frequency Steps

D-STAR, DCR

Dualwatch Opera on - listen
on two bands simultaneously,
and record both - microSD Card
Slot

€599

Uniden UBC 370 CLT
300 Memory Channels
0.5 - 1.72 MHz (AM Radio)
25 - 174 MHz,

5, 6.25, 8.33, 10, 12.5

406 - 512 MHz

Pre-programmed with
400 Frequencies

€135

806 - 960MHz
Alarm and Clock Radio
Pre-programmed

€149

Uniden UBC 355 CLT
Base or Mobile Scanner
Frequency Range:
25-87MHz, 108-174MHz

www.longcom.ie
sales@longcom.ie
+353 74 973 7152

406-512MHz, 806-960MHz

€99
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